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This report provides the Congress with a dis- 
cussion of 

: --important issues in electric power regu- 
i lation and management, 

I --recent GAO reports on some of those 
issues, and 

--questions and observations about power 
system planning and development which 
deserve Federal attention. 
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To the President of the Senate and the 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

This report is designed to highlight those issues and oh-i 
servations which should be addressed by the Federal Government 
when making decisions affecting the electric power industry. 
This report can assist the Congress and the Federal agencies 
h ving oversight and regulatory responsibilities in better 
u derstanding the issues and problems facing the industry and 
t e Federal Government’s role in dealing with the industry in 
i 4 s rapidly changing environment. 

~ ” We made this review to amplify and synthesize the work GAO 
h s undertaken dealing with many facets of the electric power 
i dustry and to identify areas which may deserve further Federal 

3 c nsideration. 
wo/rk, 

Since agencies have previously commented on our 
we did not request comments on this report. 

Copies of this report are being sent to the Director, 
O ffice of Management and Budget; the Secretaries of Energy, 
and Agriculture; the Chairman, Nuclear Regulatory Commission; 
the Chairman, 
H use 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission; and the 
and Senate committees and subcommittees having oversight 

r ,sponsibilities 3 for the matters discussed in the report. 

Comptroller General 
of the United States 





COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S ELECTRIC POWER: CONTEMPORARY 
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS ISSUES AND THE FEDERAL ROLE 

IN OVERSIGHT AND REGULATION 

DIGEST ----I_- 

Over the past few years, GAO has reported on many of 
the issues and problems and has drawn many observa- 
tions about the Federal Government's programs which 
affect the electric power industry. In this report, 
GAO highlights those issues and observations which 
should be addressed by the Federal Government when 
making decisions affecting the electric power industry 
and identifies areas which may deserve further Fede,ral 
consideration. GAO also believes that this overview of 
the industry can assist the Congress and Federal ag'en- 
ties in better understanding the issues and problems 
facing the industry and the Federal Government's role 
in dealing with the industry in its rapidly changing 
environment. 

The electric power industry is confronted with many 
issues and problems. Some of these include maintaining 
a strong financial position, forecasting future power 
needs, and deciding how best to balance supply and 
demand under a realm of regulatory requirements at 
both the Federal and State levels. Remedies to these 
problems are not easy, but solutions such as diversify- 
ing into non-electric related businesses, deregulating 
the utilities' generation facilities, and implementing 
new measures to improve their financial status have 
been proposed. However, as the debates continue on 
those areas affecting the electric power industry, 
the Congress, as well as the Federal agencies having 
regulatory and oversight responsibilities, should ~ 
place into perspective the industry's diversity and 
complexity when considering solutions to the problems. 

Dependable supplies of reasonably priced elec- 
tric power are essential to the Nation's econom- I 
ic and social well-being.? To power our factor- 
ies, heat and light our buildings, and run our 
home appliances, electric utilities presently use 
about 30 percent of our primary energy resources. 
Although electric power will be an important part 
of our energy future, electric utilities and util- 
ity regulatory commissions are troubled by many 
problems and uncertainties. (Rapidly increasing 
oil and gas prices, substantially lower growth 
rates, and difficulties in siting and financing 
large generating plants have made it much more 
difficult for utilities to provide adequate 
supplies of power at prices the public is will- 
ing to pay. 



Industrial, commercial, and residential consumers 
are vitally concerned with the policies of elec- 
tric utilities and the government agencies which 
regulate them. Because of the size and longevity 
of new powerplants, utilities’ investment deci- 
sions can strongly affect for decades the economfc, 
environmental, and social costs consumers pay for 
electric power W Utilities’ plans and State and I 
Federal regulatory policies also determine how 
much power will be available for future growth ~ 
and what kinds of fuel we will depend on to run 
our generating plants. I 

Electric utilities are in a unique position to 
use their management skills and outreach capa- 
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bilities for putting national energy policies 
; 
I 

into practice. j, ‘Utilities can play a significant; 
role in increas’xng our energy independence, pro-! 
moting more efficient use of electricity, and ~ 
commercializing new energy technologies’;” 

The prospects for utility leadership are com- 
plicated by certain characteristics of the in- 
dustry which have a delaying effect. Because 
they are regulated in a manner which rewards 
increased sales and puts a premium on reliable 
service, most utilities have been understandably 
reluctant to promote electricity conservation, 
which inhibits sales or to invest in new tech- 
nologies which might adversely affect system 
reliability, Many regulatory officials and 
utility executives believe that traditional 
practices should be modified to meet the new 
challenges facing the industry. Evidence that 
some regulatory commissions and utilities are 
willing to promote energy conservation and test 
new generating technologies is encouraging. 

I TRENDS IN GOVERNMENT REGULATION 

State and Federal regulations noweaffect a wide: 
range of electric utility operations. ) During : 
the 1960s and 197Os, existing regulato’fy statut[es 
were supplemented by a series of new laws to 
(1) protect the environment, (2) promote inde- 
pendence from foreign fuels, (3) improve electr’ic 
power planning a,,,nd management, and (4) increase 
nuclear safety. 

Although there is increasing concern about the 
costs of regulation, it is doubtful that State 
and Federal lawmakers will completely abandon Che 
basic objectives of recent regulatory legislation. 
However , ,,.,it can be expected that the costs and 
benefits of regulatory requirements will be exdm- 
ined more closely in the future. , 
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AlSO, there will be increasing pressure on regu- 
latory officials to manage their programs in a more 
cost-conscious, businesslike manner.: Rather than 
focusing all their attention on new i egulations 
as a solution to existing problems, electric power 
planners and policymakers would be better advised 
to determine if current State and Federal regulatory 
E;ractices are helping (or hindering) utilities 
solve the major issues facing the industry. Such 
issues include: ,,, ,” 

--Are we getting all the power WC can from existing 
resources? 

--Do we use electricity wisely and efficiently? 

--How can we reduce the costs of building powerplants? 

--How can electricity help reduce our dependence on 
imported oil and gas? 

--Should regulations be changed to reduce the time for 
developing new powerplants? 

--What is needed to commercialize new technologies? 

--How can we protect against power shortages and 
surpluses? 

--Is there adequate Federal support for State plan- 
ning and regulation? 

--Can utilities secure adequate supplies of investment 
capital? 

--Are Federal programs organized properly and managed 
effectively? 

OBSERVATIONS 

GAO has observed certain conditions from its continu~al 
reviews of the electric power industry. These obseri- 
vations, although tentative, can provide a basis fork 
further discussion of the Federal Government’s decis/ion- 
making process which affects the electric power industry. 

General observations 

--Electric power policies cannot be made in a 
vacuum. Policymakers must consider the role of 
electricity in an energy panorama where electric 
power competes for consumers’ dollars with other 
energy supplies such as natural gas and oil, and 
where new powerplants compete with conservation 
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investments. Policymakers should also recognize 
electric service as a costly and complex energy 
conversion/delivery’process which. may begin in a 
uranium or coal mine and end in an electric toaster 
or an aluminum smelter. 

--Each region of the country faces unique prob- 
lems and opportunities in providing consumers 
with adequate supplies of affordable electric 
power. Every region has its own climate, 
industrial base, energy resources, eccnomic 
conditions, and consumption +patterns. The 
challenge to utility executives, and State 
and Federal regulators, is to manage these 
resources and constraints in a way which will 
balance electric power supply and demand at 
the lowest economic, environmental, and social 
cost to consumers. 

--Changing technologies, fuel prices, and con- 
sumption patterns suggest that there are 
numerous plausible scenarios for the Nation’s 
electrical energy future. It is inappropriate 
for power planners to base all their decisions 
on any one approach to balancing power supply 
and demand. Considerable flexibility will be 
needed to meet the many uncertainties which 
lie ahead. 

Power planning and 
policymakinq 

--Many State regulatory officials are dissatis- 
fied with utilities’ progress in adapting to 
the new challenges of electricity management, 
but they have done little to encourage in- 
novative proposals from the power companies 
under their jurisdiction. State utility 
commissions, by giving electric utilities 
broadened charters with new economic and regu- 
latory incentives, could encourage the utili- 
ties to change their plans and policies. 

--Energy transport issues are becoming increas- 
ingly important to electric power planners 
and policymakers. The capacity of coal 
transportation systems and the cost of moving 
coal from mines to powerplants are illustrative 
transport issues. Other examples include the 
adequacy of interties among utilities and be- 
tween regions or between “power parks” and 
load centers. Similarly, the safe movement 
of ,nuclear fuels and radioactive wastes con- 
stitutes an important energy transport issue. 

‘. ‘-. . 
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---There is an increasing need for State and 
local decisionmakers to discuss their options 
for managing demand growth in oFen public 
forums. The Fassive approach to demand growth 
that evolved during times of plentiful energy 
supplies and declining power rates is no 
longer appropriate. Power consumers are 
aware that demand growth raises their rates 
by triggering construction of expensive 
new powerplants. They also fealize that 
demand growth and resultant rate increases 
can be encouraged or discouraged by the 
policies of electric utilities, State regula- 
tory bodies, and economic development commis- 
sions. If grass-roots support for State/ 
regional power programs is not developed 
through earlier and more open public partic- 
ipation in the planning process, mistrust 
and policy conflicts will continue to deadlock 
electric power development programs. 

Selecting new energy sources 

--Because of the energy lost in converting pri- 
mary fuels to electricity and transmitting 
the electricity to end users, electric power 
should not be used when direct consumption 
of primary fuels or renewable resources can 
provide more efficient energy service. By 
the same token, cogeneration and district 
heating projects should be planned whenever 
it is efficient and economical to put waste 
heat into productive use. 

--Multibillion-dollar powerplants with long lead 
times and new generating technologies without 
proven track records are unlikely to win the 
approval of consumers already faced with 
sharply increased power costs and double-digit 
inflation. For the near term, at least, many 
power planners will take a conservative ap- 
proach which emphasizes power pooling with 
neighboring utilities, conservation and load 
management programsl and proven generating 
technologies with reduced construction budgets 
and shorter lead times. 

--There are many good reasons to promptly com- 
mercialize cost-effective conservation tech- 
niques and renewable energy resources, but 
few good reasons to delay their use. In some 
instances, the most serious obstacles to com- 
mercialization are institutional--not techno- 
logical or economic. 
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--If utilities continue to sell electric power 
at average rates well below the cost of new 
supplies while oil and natural gas are 
deregulated to sell at free market prices, 
electricity could become our most used and 

most abused [wasted) form of energy, Even 
if power rates are restructured to show the 
high costs of increased consumption, other 
incentives may be needed to reduce the waste 
of electricity by landlords hnd factory owners 
who perceive energy conservation as a low 
pay-off investment. 

--Commercial development of alternative energy 
sources and conservation techniques may pro- 
teed more rapidly than many power planners 
anticipate. Demand uncertainties, long lead ' 
times, price escalations, and high financing 
costs are making large conventional power- 
plants less attractive. Alternative energy 
SQUrCes --with their diversity, lower capital 
requirements, and shorter lead times--may play 
an important role as early as the 1980s and 
continue to make greater contributions in the 
1990s and beyond. 

State and Federal reaulation 

--Federal agencies should not usurp the tradi- 
tional State and local electricity management 
practices. Federal agencies are ill-equipped 
to solve the specific problems in electricity ) 
management encountered by State and local offi-! 
cials. However, they can help local decision- I 
makers solve their own problems by providing : 
oversight and technical and financial support. ~ 
Where Federal regulation is necessary, regional~, 
State, and community officials have every right; 
to insist that Federal regulatory programs be i 
managed in a cost--conscious manner. 

--Federal attempts to change State and regional ~ 
power plans will usually fail. Federal partic+ 
ipation, when necessary, should be timed to 
coincide with the development of plans accept- 
able to local interests. 

-The burden of proof for Federal intervention 
in State/local electric power planning rests 
upon Federal regulators. Federal regulation 
of the electric power industry must be justified 
in terms of advancing national priorities; 
ing reliable supplies of affordable power; 
protecting public health and safety, natural 
sources, and environmenta, quality as 
by law. 
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--State and Federal regulatory programs will 
have a pronounced effect on the future role 
of electric utilities. Enlightened regulatory 
practices will make it profitable for utilities 
to be innovative in (1) reducing energy waste, 
(2) developing new generating technologies, 
and (3) providing a broadened range of power 
management services. Less farsighted regula- 
tion will convince utilities that electric 
service has become a “no win” business to be 
avoided or offset by diversification into 
other, more profitable activities. 

AREAS FOR FEDERAL CONSIDERATION “.-,-I” “- 
IN ELECTRICITY 

Because there are important electric power 
issues which transcend State and regional 
decisionmaking, the Federal Government cannot 
abdicate its responsibilities for regulating 
certain aspects of the electric power industry. 
At the same time, however, Federal regulatory 
agencies should not be authorized to regulate 
regional, State, and local power programs 
unless there is (1) a clear “need to regulate” 
and (2) a timely regulatory process which can 
meet the economic, environmental, and social 
objectives established without unnecessary costs 
to electric utilities and their customers. 

GAO believes continued Federal oversight is 
needed of the Federal regulatory and power- 
marketing agencies as well as the Department 
of Energy, The importance of adequate supplies 
of affordable electric power is too great 
to suggest otherwise. Also, the size and span 
of the electric power industry is such that 
Federal oversight is appropriate to ensure 
that industry plans and State and Federal 
regulations are consistent with national priori- 
ties. GAO feels that Federal oversight is . 
appropriate to ensure that: 

--Federal regulation of the electric power in- 
dustry strikes an appropriate balance between 
the costs and benefits of regulation and is 
managed in a cost-conscious and timely manner. 

--State and utility efforts to improve demand 
forecasting and planning practices receive 
adequate technical and financial support 
from responsible Federal agencies. 

--Adequate progress is made in overcoming tech- 
nical, financial, and regulatory barriers 
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impeding cost-effective substitution of domestic 
energy resources for imported oil and gas in 
electric power generation. 

--Transient concerns and preconceptions are not 
allowed to foreclose any domestic options for 
producing, conserving, or better managing 
electric power supplies. 

--Interregional planning and power interties are 
adequate to minimize power shortages and sur- 
pluses and to reduce costs to power consumers. 

--Federal research and development programs 
are managed to promote timely commercializa- ~ 
tion of promising, new generating technologies ~ 
and cost-effective conservation techniques. ~ 

--The policies and practices. of various Federal 
energy agencies having an impact on electric 
power systems are properly coordinated, mutually; 
supportive , 
ties. 

and consistent with national priori-, 

GAO did not request agency comments since the report 
contains no recommendations, and the views expressed 
are generally based on prior reports in which agenoy 
comments had already been obtained. 
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Afternative ener:jy 
sources 

Merage cost pricing 

daseload 

aioinass conversion 

blackout 

I 

breeder reactor 

Generating and generation-displacing 
options to coal-r”ired and nuclear 
electricity generating facilities. 
Options include conservation, loao 
manad elnent , cogeneration, oioaass 
conversion, solar hot water anu 
space heating, wind energy syhtems, 
small hydropower prolects, ~eotner,ilal 
developments, arld power-pr icing 
initiatives. 

1. In an ecoilolnic context, tne ciiviw- 
ing of total cost oy tne niumoer 
of units sold in the same ‘period 
to ootain a unit cost and ltnen 
applying this unit cost directly 
as a price. 

2. In a puolic utility conteqt, tne 
pricing of the service without 
regard for the structure df tne 
market, to recover those Qortions 
of total costs associated witn 
each service in order to 
total revenues equal to t 
costs. 

Tne minimum load in a power $ystem 
over a given period of time. 

The process by which plant materials 
are burned for direct energyiuse or 
electrical generation or by 

1 
nicn 

these materials are converte to 
synthetic natural gas. 

The disconnection of tne source of’ 
electricity from all tne eleotrical 
loads in a certain geograpni/zal 
area orought aDout by insufflicient 
generation, an emergency-forcea 
outage, or other fault in tn,e 
generation/transmission/distriou- 
tion system servicing tne area. 

An advanced concept of convelntional 
nuclear reactors wnich, in audition 
to prouucing power, is able to prouuce 
more fuel than it consumes. 



Dritish thermal unit (Btu) 

. 

Capacity 

Central station (powerplant) 

i Coyeneration 

Conservation 

Decentralized generation 

Demand 

Demand forecast 

District heating 

Electricity planning 

Electricity plans 

(The standard” unit 2or measur inj 
quantity of neat energy in tne 
English system. It is the amount 
of heat energy necessary to raise 
the temperature of 1 pouna of water 
1 degree Fahrenheit (3,412 dtus are 
equal to 1 kilowatt-nour). 

Maximum power output, expressed 
in kilowatts or megawatts. riquiv- 
alent terms: peak capacity, peak 
generation, firm peakload, ancl 
carrying capability. 

A large powerplant wnicn generates 
a significant alnount of electricity 
from one location. 

Ihe simultaneous production of 
electricity ano useful heat. 

Improving tne efficiency of energy 
use; using less energy to produce 
the same product. 

Generation from a numoer of small, 
widely separated locations, 

In a utility context, the rate at 
which electric energy is delivered 
to or toy a system, expressed in 
kilowatts, megawatts, or k”lovolt 
amperes over any designate t period. 

Pro]ection of the future a/emanu 
for electricity (industriab, com- 
mercial, and residential lbails). 
Various types of demand fo ecastind 
models include trenaing, e onometric, 

1 and engineering or enu-use. 

The use of waste neat froln~ electri- 
cal generation or industriial proc- 
esses to meet space neatinij ana 
hot water requirements for’ resiuences 
and commercial ouildings. 

Procedures used to develop elec- 
tricity plans. Procedures include 
forecasting, analyzing su ply/delaancl 
options, and public parti d ipation. 

Determination of tne suppqy sources 
(e4br nuclear, coal, alternatives) 
and tne demand rnanajeinent ‘oPtions 



(‘Electricity plans cont’d) 

Energy 

Fossil fuels 

Fuel cells 

Hbdropower 

Ibterties 

Investor-owned utility 

K/ilowatt 

doad control (direct) 

toad &nanagernent 

I ,’ 

(conservation, load management, 
rate reforms) wnich will balance 
power supply and demand at solne 
future time. 

The ability to do work; tne 
average power production over a 
stated interval of time; expr’esseu 
in kilowatt-hours, average kilo- 
watts, or average ,negawatts. 
Equivalent terins: energy capa~city, 
average jlleneration, and firm ‘energy 
load carrying capability. 

Coal, oil, natural gas, and other 
fuels originating from fossil~ized 
geologic deposits tnat depeno on 
oxidation for release of energy. 

An electrochemical cell that ~derives 
electrical energy directly fr~om the 
chemical reaction of a fuel dnd 
an oxidant on a continous oasis. 

A term used to identify a tylje of 
generating station, or power, or 
energy output in whicn the prime 
mover is driven by water power. 

Transmission lines oetween ttio or 
more regions for the transfer of 
energy and capacity. 

A utility which is organized ~unaer 
State laws as a corporation for the 
purpose of earning a profit for 
its stocknolders. 

The electrical unit of power ~wnich 
equals 1,000 wafts. 

A basic unit of electrical energy, 
wnich equals 1 kilowatt of pewer 
applied for 1 hour. 

The amount of electric power ~delivereci 
to a given point on a system+ 

Actively influencing tne demand for 
electrical energy by directly con- 
trolling equipment, machinery, or 
other devices that use electricity. 

Influencing the level and state of 
the demand for electrical energy 



Load management (cont’d) so tnat demand conforms to inaivicl- 
ual present supply situations anu 
long-run oolectives and constraints. 

‘Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) A process in whicn tne neat energy 
of a.hot fluid is converted directly 
to electric energy by passing ionized 
gas tnrough a magnetic field. 

Marginal cost pr icing 

IMegawatt (NW) 

Of f-peak 

, 
Peaking 

/Peakload 

Photovoltaic generation 

Power 

~ power pool 

iPrimary energy 

A system of pricing wnereby eacn 
additional unit of a product is priced 
equal to tne incremental coat of pro- 
ducing tnat unit or cnargind a price 
for all units of a product equal to 
the incremental cost of proc;lucing tne 
last unit. 

The electrical unit of power which 
equals 1 million watts or 1,OOi) kilo- 
watts. 

A period of relatively low qystem 
demand for electrical energy as 
specified by the supplier, aucn as 
in the middle of tne night. 

Operation of generatiny facilities to 
meet inax imum, instantaneous electrical 
demands. 

The maximum electrical load iconsumed or 
produced in a stated period iof time. 
It may be the maximum insta 
load (or tne maximum averag 
within a designated interva 
stated period of time. 

A method for direct conversion of 
solar to electrical energy. ~ 

The time rate of transferring or trans- 
forming energy; for electri ity, power 
is expressed in watts. t Pow r, in con- 
trast to energy, always deslignates 
a definite quantity at a given time. 

Two or more electrical systlkms inter- 
connected and coordinated to supply 
power in the most economical manner 
for their combined load requirements 
and maintenance programs. 

Energy in its 0riJlnal form, sucn as 
coal or oil, before it is convertea 
into another energy form, sucn as 
electricity. 
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Rates (elect3 icity) 

Reliability 

Renewable energy 

R$pOWXing 

Reserve capacity 

Time-of-day pricing 
(peakload pricing) 

Ultility (electric) 

dbatherization 

. . 

Tne prices cnarged to consumers for 
usin electricity. 

Generally, tne ability of a system 
to perform a required function 
under stated conditions for a’ 
stated period of time. In a power 
system, the aoility of tne system 
to continue operation while shine 
lines or benerators are out ok 
service. 

Power resources that will not; run 
out-- sucn as the sun, the wine, 
and the ocean tides. 

2ne conversion of an existingI gas- 
and oil-fired steam boiler poker 
plant into a combined cycle 
by integrating one or more 
turbines. 

Extra generating capacity ava:Iilable 
to meet unanticipated demands~ for 
power or to generate power i 4 tne 
event of loss of generation resultiq 7 
from scheduled or unscheduled! outages 
of regularly used generating capacity. 
Reserve capacity proviaed to meet the 
latter is also known as forceId outage 
reserve. 

Rates imposing higher cnarges during 
those periods of the day wnen tne 
higher costs to tne utility aire 
incurred. 

A regulated company which generates, 
transmits, or distributes electricity 
to the consumer. 

The addition of insulation, 3eather 
stripping , storm windows, or ~otner 
measures to make Duildings more 
energy efficient. 





CHAPTER 1 -.- 

INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY 

Dependable supplies of electricity and reasonable power’ prices 
are essential to the Nation’s economic and social well-being. Indus- 
trial, commercial, and residential consumers are vitally con’cerned 
with the policies of electric utilities and the government agencies 
which regulate them. To produce the electricity which powers our 
factories and computers, heats and lights our buildings, and runs 
our home appliances, the electric utility industry consumes about 
30 percent of our primary energy resources. 

America’s appetite for electricity will increase in the 
future, especially when new applications develop and where 
electric power from domestic sources proves to be an appropriate 
and economical substitute for imported oil and gas. Some in- 
dustry officials project that, by the year 2000, electricity 
generation could account for almost half of all primary enermgy 
resources consumed in the United States. Other analysts argue 
khat the industry may experience little growth in the next 2 

ecades, because higher electric bills will lead to much more ef- 
icient use of existing power supplies. In either case, electric 
ower will be an integral and important component of our energy 
uture. 

The utility industry’s efforts to provide the power our Nation 
eeds at prices consumers are willing to pay is presently cliouded by 
any problems and uncertainties. Utilities and the governme#nt agen- 

cies which regulate them are confronted with economic, envirlonmental, 
bnd social conditions completely unlike those of the recent ipast. 
Rapidly increasing oil and gas prices, substantially lower g~rowth 
rates, and difficulties in siting and financing large genera:ting 
plants are challenging the industry’s management capabilitieis. 

Over the past few years, we have reported on many of thiese 
issues and problems and have drawn many observations about t~he 

ederal Government’s programs which affect the electric powe~r 
ndustry. In this report, GAO highlights those issues and olb- 
ervations which should be addressed by the Federal Governmemnt 
hen making decisions affecting the electric power industry.~ We 
lso believe that this overview of the industry can assist t~he 
ongress and Federal agencies in better understanding the is~sues 
nd problems facing the industry and the Federal Government”s role 
n dealing with the industry in its rapidly changing environiment. 

ISTJ3RY OF THE INDUSTRY ____“____ ----_ - ----- 

Until the late 196Os, electric utility operations were charac- 
terized by steady demand growth, increasing production eff icien- 
iZit?S, and limited public concern or regulatory scrutiny. Eliec tr ic- 
ity generated in large central station powerplants was generially 
+ better buy for the user; its increasing reliability and aviaila- 
bility forced the retirement of most competing power sources such 
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as small hydroplants, industrial generators, and windmills. The 
only real competition to central station electric power wz(s”direct 
use of plentiful oil and natural gas. During the 197Os, a combina- 
tion of factors shattered this enviable environment. The elec- 
trio power industry entered a period of significant and somewhat 
traumatic change. 

Steady growth in a stable 
regulatory climate 

The importance of electricity to the American economy has 
increased steadily since the development of incandescent lighting 
a century ago. From its inception and into the 196Os, the industry 
grew steadily to meet broadening markets and increasing u es for 
electricity. Electricity growth, to a large extent, corr 4 sponded 
to the Nation’s economic growth. With few exceptions, the demand 
for electrical power increased every year and doubled abo t every 
10 years. The construction of fewer, but larger, i generat ng units 
resulted in highly centralized power systems, reduced theiunit costs 
of power production, and led to lower electric prices forconsumers. 
Throughout most of its development, the industry was char+cterized 
by steady growth in sales and power production, dependable cost 
estimates and schedules for constructing powerplants, plentiful 
fuel supplies , and limited public concern for the environmental 
or social impacts of new facilities. 

Regulatory actions --relating to the propriety of power rates, 
environmental impacts, and other factors--played a modest role 
in the growth of the industry. For many years productivity 
growth more than offset expansion costs, and the industryIs 
ability to offer increasingly better service, coupled with stable 
or lower rates, minimized confrontations with regulators and 
consumers l The regulatory process faced by ele,ctric utilkties 
was a relatively simple one, and the outcome of rate proceedings 
and reviews of major expansion plans were largely predictbble. 
Controversies over electric power plans and policies were rare. 
Unfortunately for utilities and consumers alike, these cohditions 
have changed greatly. 

A new era of change 
and uncertainties 

In the late 1960s and throughout the 197Os, a series of 
changes shattered the stability of utility operations. C~hanging 
public interests and public reaction to power interruptions focused 
national attention on the electric power industry. Service 
reliability became a public issue, as did the environmental costs 
of generating and transmitting power. 

The 1973 oil embargo and subsequent price increases,, combined 
with rapidly escalating construction costs, elongated construction 
schedules, and the increased public concern about the imdacts of 
large powerplants, have abruptly changed the industry’s historical 
patterns. Retail power rates doubled between 1973 and 1979. Higher 
consumer prices, economic downturns, and the emergence of a national 



conservation ethic slowed growth in electricity demand. Domestic 
pow,er sales have increased about 3 percent a year since 1973, com- 
pared to an 8 percent a year increase from 1950 to 1970. Unantici- 
pated reductions in demand growth left some utilities with excess 
generating capacity and others facing hostile reviews of their con- 
struction plans. Some utilities may face similar problems in the 
198Os, when more large, new powerplants are scheduled to come on 
line. 

The 1970s were also characterized by very significant changes 
in the regulatory climate, State and Fed,,eral officials became 
much more active in asserting the public interest in the management 
of power resources. It was no longer self-evident that new power- 
pllants should be built to meet utilities’ forecasts of future 
demand growth. Regulatory officials in some cases have begun 
scrutinizing utility forecasts and requiring new generating 
plants to be economically justified, environmentally and socially 
a’cceptable, and capable of reducing our Nation’s dependence 
o;n impor ted fuels. 

Concerns about the viability of nuclear energy as a safe 
economical source of electricity had been growing for a decade, 
the March 1979 accident at the Three Mile Island nuclear plant 

Pennsylvania increased the public’s awareness of the potential 
of nuclear power. The response of capital markets and new 

requirements reflecting these concerns will intensify 
pressures and could lead to even longer leadtimes 

nuclear powerplants. 

I Because of these and other recent developments, the utility 
industry has been abruptly moved from a position of generally, 
amicable public relations to one in which many utility offici~als 
perceive skeptical public attitudes as a major problem to be lover- 
come. As discussed below, the manner in which electric utiliities 
and the government agencies which regulate them respond to th~ese 
n(zw conditions is vitally important to the Nation’s power consumers. 

T/IE INCREASED IMPORTANCE OF 
ELECTRIC UTILITIES 

1 The electric power industry has always figured prominent~ly 
i helping our Nation achieve its energy goals. The energy pirob- 
1 ms which now confront us make the utilities’ role doubly im’por- 
t nt. Because of the size and longevity of new powerplants, 
utilities’ decisions to build, defer, cancel, or convert generating 
f cilities will strongly affect, for decades, the economic, environ- 
m ntal, 

1 
and social costs consumers must pay for electric power. 

U ilities’ plans and State and Federal regulatory policies will 
also determine how much power is available for future growth 
and what kinds of fuels we will depend on to run our generating 
plants. Electric utilities are in a unique position to use 
their management skills and outreach capabilities for putting 
nbtional energy policies into practice. Utilities can play a 
significant role in reducing our dependence on imported fuels, 
p omoting more efficient use of electricity, and commercializ’ing 
n : w energy technologies. 
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Displacinq imported oil and gas 
with domestic fuel___s 

Converting existing oil- and gas-fired powerplants to coal 
or other domestic fuels is an expensive but important challenge 
facing electric utilities. The electric power industry consumes 
some 12 percent of our total oil and gas fuels, and powerplant 
conversions can help reduce our dependence on foreign sources. 
Utilities will play an important role in meeting this challenge by 
influencing the nature and timing of fuel conversion projects and 
new generating plants. They can also help by adopting load management 
practices which reduce loads met with oil- and gas-fired turbines 
and shift demand to times when most electricity can be generated 
by coal or nuclear power. 

A recent DOE study identified three additional ways ).n 
which electric utilities can help reduce the Nation’s dependence 
on imported fuels: J/ 

--Using power from nuclear and coal plants to displace 
direct residential use of oil and gas. 

--Improving or maintaining completion schedules for new 
coal and nuclear plants. 

--Improving the energy efficiency of customers, promoting 
renewable resources, and taking advantage of decentralized 
electricity generation. 

Conserving electricity 

More efficient use of electricity can help lower demands 
for oil- and gas-fired generation and thus reduce our dependence 
on petroleum fuels. Conservation, which provides more productive 
use of existing power resources, is the least expensive and 
most environmentally benign supply option. Electric util/rties 
can ease their own financial problems, and help consumersireduce 
their electric bills by: 

--Publicizing the need for conservation and conductihg 
industrial, commercial, and residential energy audits 
which foster voluntary conservation. 

--Helping consumers retrofit existing homes and buildings 
to conserve electricity. Some utilities are making 
interest-free loans enabling homeowners to insulate 
their electrically heated homes. 

--Revising power rates which encourage increased conbump- 
tion and shifting to rate structures which give cohsumers 
conservation-inducing price signals. 

--.----.... -~ 

I.I.U.S. Department of Energyr “Reducing U.S. Oil VulnerabiPity,” 1980. 
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--Supplying information on conservation techniques and prac- 
tices, including comparative costs and results, so pro- 
spective users can reduce their total energy consumption. 

Commercializing new technologies __-. ---_------_.-. - -- - - --.- -.-- --.-. 

The development and commercialization of new energy tech- 
nologies is another area where utilities have an important role 
to play. Alternative power sources, such as geothermal, cogenera- 
tion, and solar, can help displace energy generated by oil- and 
gas-fired facilities. Presently, such a,lternative sources account 
for only a small fraction of the energy used in the United States. 
However, their long-range potentials are significant. Utility 
efforts in research, development, and demonstration of alternative 
energy sources can help commercialize these new technologies and 
integrate them into existing power grids. 

The prospects for utility leadershi& -*---- 

Clearly, electric utilities can play a leadership role in 

t 
elping our Nation achieve some of its most important energy 
oals. Whether they can promptly fulfill all the promises a’nd 
esponsibilities of that role is still uncertain. The pros- 
ects for success are complicated by certain characteristics 
f the industry which have a delaying effect. 

s 

Most utilities and regulatory bodies have traditionally, fo- 
used on ensuring adeguate power supplies and reducing electiric 
ates by developing larger and more efficient powerplants. hS 

t; 
egulated monopolies, the investor-owned electric utilities 
hich provide almost 80 percent of the United States’ electrical 

service earn their income from the rates of return they are allowed 
on invested capital. These utilities have a natural interesit in 
increasing power sales and expanding generating capacity, th k reby 
increasing the size of the investment on which their earningIs 
are based. Because they have been regulated in a manner whilch 

iI 
ewards increased sales and puts a premium on reliable serviice, 
any utilities have been understandably reluctant to promotes 

‘lectricity conservation (which inhibits sales) or to invest in 
ew technologies (which might adversely affect-system 

reliability or provide insufficent power to meet future need~s). 

Many regulatory officials and utility executives believse 
hat traditional policies should be modified to meet the new: 

i 

hallenges facing the industry. Evidence that some regulatory 
odies and utilities are now willing to promote conservation and 
o test new generating technologies is encouraging. Utility 
anagers and regulators are starting to recognize that the serious 
hallenges now facing the industry demand timely, innovative action. 

OBJECTIVESI SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGy 

We prepared this report to provide the 97th Congress with a dis- 
cussion of (1) contemporary domestic electric power issues, (2) our 

!f 
rior reports dealing with those issues, and (3) questions and obser- 
ations about power system planning and management which the Congress 

bnd the Federal agencies may wish to study further. We undertook 
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this review to amplify and synthesize the work we have under- V 
taken dealing with many facets of the electric power industry 
and to identify areas which may deserve further Federal con- 
sideration. 

This report is designed to highlight the issues and obser- 
vations we-identified which should be addressed by the Fed* 
era1 Government when making decisions affecting the electric 
power industry. The report also provides an overview of the 
industry to assist the Congress and th8’81e Federal agencies having 
oversight and regulatory responsibilities in better understand- 
ing the issues and problems facing the industry and the Federal 
Government’s role in dealing with the industry in its rapidly 
changing environment. 

We intentionally focused this report on broad issues common 
to most electric power systems. The report mentions, but iaoes not 
dwell on, many additional and more specific problems such as the 
complexities of nuclear regulation, the effects of fuel transpor- 
tation policies, and the environmental impacts of new generating 
technologies. Although they are not discussed in detail in this 
report, we have done considerable work on many of these problems. 
(See app. I, which summarizes the broad range of recent GAO 
reports on electricity-related issues.) 

This report summarizes recent developments within the electric 
‘power industry. In this report, we have highlighted and compiled 
the results of recent GAO reports, our ongoing work, and studies 
made by other energy analysts instead of conducting any new or 
additional audit work. Documents such as State energy plans, 
consulting studies, trade periodicals, and reports from Federal 
agencies and utility associations-- together with past and current 
GAO studies--form the base from which we identified issues and 
drew our observations. In some cases the issues and observations 
go beyond those expressed in prior reports. These further issues 
and observations evolved from a look at our reports, each dealing 
with a specific electricity topic, but when viewed in total re- 
flect a broader perspective. We also had five energy consultants 
review and comment on the report. We did not request agen y com- 
ments since this report contains no recommendations, and # t e views 
expressed are generally based on prior reports in which agency com- 
ments had already been obtained. 

Chapter 2 looks at how the United States produces and con- 
sumes electric power. Chapter 2 also describes some specific fea- 
tures of the industry which should be considered in studying the 
unique challenges that confront it. Chapter 3 summarizes some of 
the more significant State and Federal actions which have been 
taken in recent years to regulate electric power planning and 
management. In chapter 4, we discuss a series of national issues 
in power management which we have identified as questions of con- 
tinuing importance for planning future work. Chapter 4 also out- 
lines some observations resulting from our recent reviews. Chapter 
5 draws on the four previous chapters to discuss some area$ for 
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THE ELECTRIC POWEH IWUSTRY 

Tne electric power business is characterized by diversity. 
Electric utilities differ widely in their size and service areas, 
generating facilities, regulatorj status, fuel mix, and financial 
condition. Some utilities, for example, serve multi-State areas 
with millions of customers; others operate in rural areas witn 
only a few hundred customers. Some utilities are straining to 
finance new billion-dollar generating plants. Otner utilities, 
with more modest construction programs, are relatively secure 
financially, out uncertain as to how they will meet future demanu 
growtn. Utilities in a few regions of the country rely neavily 
on oil or gas to produce electricity, while those in otner areas 
largely depend on coal or nydropower. 

Although this overview attempts to descrioe the national 
power industry in general terms, it should be recognized from the 
outset that electric utilities differ substantially througnout 

~ the country, and there are numerous exceptions to any general 
scheme for categorizing them. Throughout this report, we will use 
collective terms such as “electric utilities” and “the electric 

1 power industry.’ While these terms are convenient, tney can also 
(be misleading. The industry is not homogeneous; it includes a 
ilnultitude of diverse, semi-autonomous utilities, each with its 
:own set of opportunities and constraints. 

‘PROFILE OF THE IrJDUSTRY 

To meet the needs of industrial, commercial, and residential 
power consumers, the Nation’s electric utilities consume enormous 
quantities of fuel and invest billions of dollars in generation, 
‘transmission, and distribution systems. The following paragraphs 
iprovide background information and describe some significant 
iaspects of utility operations that are important to understanding 
lthe industry and how it is regulated. 

tility ownersnip 

I Over 3,000 domestic utilities-- 

1 

which vary greatly in size, 
urpose, and ownership--generate, transmit, or distribute elec- 
ricity. Utility owners include private investors, Federal agen- 

bies, State and local puulic agencies, and rural cooperatives. 
$he larger investor-owned utilities account for about 63 percent 
of the electricity produced in the united States. (See table 1.) 
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Table 1 

Electricity Generation by Type of 
Ownersnip-- 

Ownership classification Percent of production 

Investor-owned 78.1 
Federal agencies 10.5 
Pub1 ic non-Federal 3.0 
cooperatives 2.4 

Total 100 .o 

Source: Edison Electric Institute’s Statistical Year dook 
of the Electric Utility Industry, 1973. 

~The size of individual utilities varies greatly, With investor- 
iowned utilities and Federal power agencies tenoing to oe relatively 
llarye, cooperatives tending to be relatively small, and public 
utility districts and municipally owned utilities ranging from 
very large to very small. 

The investor-owned systems generally are granted territorial 
#ranchises by State or local government agencies. Tne franchises, 

$n effect, create local monopolies in tnat a second investor-owned 
Icompany cannot be franchised in the same territory. As the clas- 
‘sification suggests, the investors in the company, i.e., pufchasers 
iof the company’s’debt and equity issues, are the owners, Due to 
ithe special nature of electric utility franchises, utility manaye- 
iment mUSt be responsive to its customers as well as its owners. 
:Investor-owned utilities function as regulated monopolies for 
retail trade. Tney are cnartered by States to provide adequate 
and reliable supplies of electricity, and to maintain reserves 
in order to deliver power as needed without sudden or widespread 

‘outages. 
i and, 

Tne utilities forecast future demands for electritity 
with approval from State and Federal regulators, construct 

/ powerplants and transmission facilities to meet those demands. I 
Federal agencies directly involved in tne supply of electri- 

cal power include the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) and kive 
Federal power marketing agencies wnich principally market wpolesale 
Federal power generation from hydropower plants operated by tne Ardiy 
Corps of Engineers and the r3ureau of Reclamation. ‘Tne Tenn;essee 
Valley Authority is a unique governmental entity which owns and 
operates generation and transmission facilities and markets 
power principally to distribution utilities that ultimately 

I( provide retail service to end-users. TVA was estaulished in 
11333 to develop the resources of the Tennessee River dasin, 

specifically the development of hydroelectric power. After full 



development of the hydroelectric power potential of tne basin, 
TVA developed a power production system wnich included fossil- 
fueled and nuclear generating plants. TVA is currently tne 
flation’s largest electric system in terms of installed gen- 
,erating capacity. 

Substantial amounts of electricity are also sold by five 
Federal power marketing agencies wnich report to tne Secretary 
of Energy. The Bonneville Power Administration (SPA) is tne 
largest of tne five, MA markets power from 33 Federal nydro- 
electric pro]ects in the Pacific LJorthwest. Tne Soutnwestern 
and Southeastern Power Administrations inarket tne power pro- 
duced at Federal reservoir proJects in the soutnwestern and 
southeastern States, respectively. Finally, tne Western Area 
2ower Administration markets power from hydroelectric power- 
plants built in widely separated areas in the western States, 
and the Alaska Power Administration markets Federal nydroelec- 
tric power in Alaska. The Federal Government maintains over- 

‘sight responsioility for the planning, development, and overall 
loperation of the power marketing agencies. 

Public non-Federal systems numbered about 1,800 in 1980; 
these included power supply entities which serve towns and cities 
(municipale), special utility districts, and State authorities. 
Municipal utilities are the most common. 

(for the most part, 
Cooperatives are, 

consumer-owned utilities incorporated under 
1 the laws of the States in which they operate. Most of the over 
5400 rural electric systems are distrioution systems, althougn a 
i few also generate and transmit power to tneir distriuution system 
~ members. Public utility systems and consumer cooperatives are 
igenerally nonprofit enterprises, owned and controlled by tne 
: people they serve. 

Components of electrical systems 

Tne supply of electric service to ultimate consumers iinvolves 
three steps: (1) generation of electricity, (2) transmiss’on from 
the generator to the service area over relatively high-VOl i age 
transmission lines, and (3) distribution to ihdividual ena-jusers 
over relatively low-voltage feeder lines. (See fig. 1.) Altnough 
many utilities perform all three steps in the service process, 
many others do not. Some distribute electricity but do not 
generate or transmit it. They accomplish this oy purchasing 
generation from other utilities and having the electricity ‘trans- 
mitted, or “wheeled,” from the source of generation to their 

, service areas. Other utilities are only in the generation and 
transmission business; tney sell electricity to distribution 
utilities, which ultimately serve end-users. 

In addition to operating their own systems, many utilf.ties 
have Joined together to form power pools which permit the trans- 

( fer of electricity among utilities and between regions. Tnese 
I interconnections are undertaken principally to provide increasecl 
I economy and reliability in power system operations. 
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COMPONENTS OF ELE,CTRlC POWER SYSTEM 

Figure 1 
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Most of America’s electric power systems are very reliable 
under normal operating conditions. Wowetier, becausse the ‘sybtems 
‘are highly centralized and very visible, and depend on key oom- 
ponents in remote locations, they are extremely vulnerable to 
disruptions resulting from war, sabotage, or terrorism. Because 
the social and economic consequences of major disruptions could 
be very serious, electrical emergency preparedness needs increased 
Federal attention, lJ 

Capital requirements 

The electric power industry is the Nation’s most capital in- 
tensive industry. Great sums of money are raised each year to 
finance multibillion-dollar investments in powerplants, trans- 
mission lines, and distribution systems. Capital requirements 
are likely to increase in the future because construction 
cost escalations are resulting in substantially higher prices 
for new facilities. A new generating unit to be installed 
in the mid-1980s, for example, is expected to cost three to 
four times as much as a similar generating unit installed 
in the mid-1970s. If its projections are correct, the utility 
industry will require huge a.mounts of capital for future ex~pan- 
sion. Based on a 1981 report, A/ electric utilities are prio- 
jetting a 3.4-percent peak demand average annual growth rat~e 
through 1990 and are planning to build about 180,000 megawa’tts 
of additional generating capacity. Cost estimates for such 
construction have approached $400 billion. Several recent studies 
suggest that some of this capital could be used more produc%ively 
for investments in energy conservation and increased efficiency. 

To meet their capital needs, electric utilities use a Lam- 
bination of debt and equity financing. Those with ambitious 
construction programs have become frequent customers ,of th 
investment bankers and security underwriters. Because of :’ educed 
earnings prospects and weakened financial positions, however, 
there has been a general decline in electric utility stock~and 
bond ratings over the past several years. The common stocks 
of many utilities are now selling below their book values. ~ The 
utilities’ weakened financial posture has made it more costly to 
finance new powerplants. 

1 l/U.S. General Accounting Office, “Federal Electrical Emergency 
1 Preparedness Is Inadequate,” EMD-81-52, May 12, 1981. I 
I 
~ z/The National Electric Reliability Council, “‘Electric Power 

Supply and Demand 1981-1990 for the Regional Reliability Councils 
of NERC," July 1981. 
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CONStJMPTIOrJ TWENDS .---- 

aetween 1951) and 197iJ, total electricity sales increaseir 
steadily at an averaye rate exceeding tl percent per year. dut 
after the 1973 oil emDargo and subsequent price increases, 
tne demand drowtn for electricity generally ireclined to an 
average of iabout 3 percent per year. Tnis decline, tnougn 
partially due to an economic downturn and voluntary conservation, 
demonstrated that consumer deaanci for electricity is responsive 
to price changes. Table 2 shows that ;le,nand for electricity 
grew at a rate of 6.3 percent from 197;) througn 1973, out 
dropped to 2.9 percent as prices rose from 1974 tnrougn 13du. 

Table 2 

Declining Growth Rates for 
Electric Power Sales 

Customer Groups 
Resi- Indus- fbll 

Time period dential Commercial trial i)tner custoiner s *-e-e - 

, 1950-59 10.7% 9.5% 9.9% 6.1% 9.8% 

( 1960-69 8.7 3.7 5.3 2.5 7.3 

(, 1970-73 7.9 8.3 5.3 6.4 6.9 

~ .l374-do 3.1 3.3 2.5 3.3 2.9 

~ Source: Energy Information Auministration’s 1381, Annual Report 
to tne Congress; GAO computations. 

Forecasting demand growth for tne 138~)s and 19311s is one of 
the most difficult challenges facing tne inuustry. kiany faotors 
will shape future consumption patterns, but the most important 
factor will Likely De the price of electric power relative to 
competing energy sources. As we advised tne Congress in our 
1977 report on domestic coal prospects, 1/ among all energy’ 
sources electricity demand is most sensitive to snifts in relative 
prices. Tne Federal Energy Administration (FEA) 2/ estimatied 
that electricity is at least 50 percent more sensztive to s~ucn 
price snifts than natural gas and petroleum products. 3/ 

k/“U.S. General Accounting Office, U.S. Coal L>evelopment--Promises, 
Uncertainties,’ EMD-77-43, Sept. 22, 13’77. 

~/NOW a part of the Department of Energy. 

A/Federal Energy Administration, “iJationa1 Energy CUtlook. I’ GA0 
computations. 

, 
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It is very difficult to forecast future trends in electric 
power consumption because competing forces are at work. As oil 
and gas prices are de-regulated, electricity Would be favored by 
consumers because it will appear less costly. State public 
utility commissions generally establish power rates based on trie 

averaye costs of owning and operating utility equipment, wnich 
includes the inexpensive older generating plants as well as much 
inore costly new anes. This average cost pricing makes increased 
consumption look less costly than it really is. Such pr ic iny 
practices are being offset, however, by inflation, higner fuel 
prices, and escalatiny construction cosmts which are driving 
power rates rapidly upward. 

Between September 1979 and September 1380, electric power 
costs to domestic customers increased by an average of 20 percent. 
Similar increases are anticipated for 1981. These price increases, 
coupled with a slowed economic growth and such regulatory pressures 
for conservation-inducing rate structures such as time-of-cay, 
seasonal, and marginal cost pricing, could extend the current 

‘decline in electrical load growth. In August 1980, the Congres- 
I sional Research Service reported that 

“A recent comparison of electric forecasting models 
* * * indicated that a 10 percent increase in price 
would result in a 2.5 percent decline in demand in 
1977. By 1390 however, a 10 percent price increase 
would result in demand decreases ranging between 2.5 
percent to more than 10 percent, depending on tne model. 

/ 
k * * * * 

‘Continued reduction in demand growth is a likely 
response as customers react to rate increases, anu 
as the utilities continue to institute load management 
devices, including time-of-use rate structures. Tne 
severity of such a reduction is necessarily speculative. 
Some maintain, however, that electric use at an eco- 
nomically rational level of efficiency would result 
in a one-third drop in electricity consumption from 
current levels.” lJ 

Consumption by sector 

As figure 2 shows, residential heating and lighting accounted 
for about 34 percent of domestic consumption in 19iri), wnile offices 

I .---e---.-.-e 

) l_/“tiill tne Lights Go On in 13901” a study prepared at tne request 
of the Suoco,nmittee on Energy and Power, Committee on Interstate 
and Foreign Colnmerce, United States :-louse of Representatives, by 
tne Congressional tiesearcn service, Library of Congress (August 
13dl)). 



and commercial buildings used about 23 percent. The remaining I 
electricity (about 43 percent) was used mainly for industrial 
purposes and other uses such as street lighting. These figures 
reflect a moderate increase over the past 20 years in the pqr- 
centage of electricity used in the residential and commercial 
sectors, and a slight decline in the amounts used in the industrial 
sector. 
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In reviewing national statistics sucn as tnose snown in 
figure Zr it is important to reineinoer tnat consumption patterns 
vary consideraoly among reyians. In tne Hew EnlJlano state+ 
ior example, only 29 percent af electrical consumption is i:n tile 
industrial sector, co~opared to 53 percent in four soutnern 
states. A/ These same southern Stat.es use only 14 percent of 
their electricity in the commercial sector, wnile tne New England 
reyion uses twice that mucn--30 percent--for Commercial pur,poses. 
i3ased on industry statistics for 1973, residential usage of elec- 
tricity within tile regions ranges from a low of 32 percent to a 
high of nearly 38 percent. 

FclEL KEQUIRr2MENTS FOR POdER i?Ri)L)clC’l’1O~~ 

To meet America’s growing power needs, utilities nave $sea 
~ increasing amounts of primary energy--about 24 percent of tne 
I United States consumption in 1970 and about 32 percent in 1~Ydu. 
I Accordin’ to recent industry estimates, electric utilities may 
i account for almost half of our total energy consumption i3y tne 

year LUOU. These estimates could prove accurate if (1) tne 
dation can resume and sustain a strong rate of economic growtn, 
(2) electricty is sunstituted for petroleum fuels on a large 
scale, and (3) many new applications are developed for electric 
power. Such projections are disputed, nowever, oy sojne enerdy 
analysts, wno believe that increased power rates and nidner 

I electric aills will force many utiiity customers to reduce’tneir 
) power consumption by conserving electricity anil using alternative 
~ energy sources, 
I water heaters, 

such as gas EUrnaCeS, wood stoves, salar not 
and coal-fired industrial ouilers. 

In tne broadest sense, electric utilities are in tne energy 
conversion/distribution business. They consume such fuels 
as coal, natural gas, oil, and uranikn as tneir raw materigls, 
convert these fuels into anotner “carrier” energy for+-elec- 
tr ic ity-- and then distribute the electricity to consumers. drnis 
ConVerSiOn and diStribUtiOn process wastes a#great deal of 
energy, In most thermal powerplants, for example, less than 
40 percent of the heat content in the fuel is actually converted 
to electricity. In addition, transmission losses average pout 
9 percent of the electricity produced. In the aggregate, #ue 
to conversion and transmission losses, only 3u percent of We 
primary energy consumed by electric utilities actually reaches 
consumers in the form of electricity. In 1373, for example, 
the industry consumed 11.2 million uarrels of oil equivalent 
per day (IYPUUOE) of priluary energy, and produced only 3.3 9Mdi)dti 
of electrical energy for consumers. (See taole 3.) 

em...- ---4--s- 

~ A/‘I’ne four southern States are Aentucky, Tennessee, Alaoalna, 
and klississippi. 



Conversion and.i)istrioution Losees 
in Electrical droduction - 137r ---.--I...“..w.-I.m -I --I 

Energy 

( MdSOOE: ) 

Primary energy used to produce electricity: 
(fossil fuels, nuclear, and other) 11.2 

lkonversion and transmission losses -7.3 

Electricity to consumers 3.3 

source: dotice of Public Hearings anti Staff dorking 
Public Discussion Package for the Jra dational iSne?dy 
Plan, Deparbnent of Energy. 

The mix of fuels used to generate electric power cnand$s 
over time, principally reflecting the cost and availaoility~of 
fuels as well as changing technologies. r’or tile past Jcl yebrs, 
coal has been the principal fuel source for electrical deneration, 
accounting for about half of tne electricity prociuced. Jur +nJ 
tne 196Us, the remaining 50 percent was Jenerated from oil, gas, 
and hydropower. In the early 137Os, tne contr ioution f rod 
commercial nuclear powerplants uegan to grow, anil uy 13~30 
nuclear power produced 13 percent of tne Nation’s electriciky 
(see figure 3). 



Figure 3 

ELECTRIC GENERATION 

BY PRINCIPAL ENERGY SOURCES-1980 

Source: National Electric Reliebillty Council’s 10th Annual Review of Overell Reliability and Adequacy of ‘“The North 
American Bulk Power Systems, August 1980. 



In addition, the mix of fuels used to generate electricity 
varies considerably from region to region. During 1373, for ex- 
a,mple, about 55 percent of tne electricity producecl in tne L\lcw 
E,ngland States was generated from oil, 34 percent from nuclear 
f’uel , and only 5.7 percent from nydropower. In tne kjacitic 
Coast States on the other nand, 51 percent of tne electricity 
was generated from hydrOpOwer in 1319, auout LL percent from 
oil, and only 6 percent from nuclear’power. Tnese statistics 
unde.cscore tne aiverse and regionalized nature of g?ower groiluc- 
tion and power fuel availability. 

Another consideration in fuel usage is tne nature of tile 
plower loads served. ‘Tne demand for electricity exnidits si.jnifi- 
cant daily, weekly, and seasonal variations; tigure 4 snows a 
t'ypical summer load profile. Tne typical sulgliler load is ratner 

Figure 4 

TYPICAL DAILY VARIATION OF 

SUMMER ELECTRIC LOAD 

LOAD 

Peak Load 

MIDNIGHT 6AM NOON 6PM MIDNIGHT 

TIME 



,constant ovprnir;;lht but increases as people wake, up, switch on 
appl iances, and begin their working day. In the late afternoon, 
domestic and commercial air conditioning loads increase until 
a load peak is reached at about 5:Oil p.m. The load then decreases 
as businesses close down and air conditioners and appliances 
are switched off, The winter load profi.le is somewhat different, 
out there is considerable daily variation in all seasons. 

To cope with these variations, utilities must plan for a 
‘ininimum load, which is referred to as tne oaseload, and for 
maximum usage levels, or peakloads. Certain types of power- 
plants are most efficient at producing baseload electricity, 
while others are better suited for meeting peakloads. Conse- 
quently, utilities need a mix of basaload ana peaking plants to 
efficiently satisfy fluctating demands for power. Large nuclear 
and coal-fired plants designed to operate for several weeks 
without stopping are generally used to meet baseloads. Oil, 
gas, and hydro plants designed for rapid start-up and shut-down 
are more practical for peaking purposes. 

No one can predict with certainty what contributions various 
fuels will make to future power production. For example, State 
and Federal government policies and decisions can influence the 
availability of fuels and the cost of developing a particul,ar 
fuel mix. Coal should remain a major producer and could grow in 
importance if problems related to strip mining, transportation 
costs, and air pollution can be resolved. 

1 goals are achieved, oil and gas-- 
If our national energy 

and particularly those supplies 
1 imported from overseas-- should become steadily less important. 

The perceived uncertainties surrounding the safety and thus 
the increased cost of nuclear power make it particularly diffi- 
cult to predict the impact of this energy source, but tne power- 
plants now under construction should increase the percentaje of 
electricity produced oy nuclear energy during the 1980s. vrlh i.1 e 
there is considerable hydropower potential in existing non ower 

: dams and smaller projects, nydropower is- unlikel,,y to incre I se 
1 its share of total production. 
1 nologies 

Other renewable generating tech- 
--such as wind power, biomass cambust ion, and solar/ 

electric appl ications-- can eventually make very significant 
contributions, but they are unlikely to be an important source 
of power during the next 2 decades unless Federal researcni, 

1 devcl opment , and demonstration programs are used to accelerate 
I development of cost-effective commercial applications. Figure 
1 5 shows one projection of the principal energy sources for elec- 

tric generation during the next 20 years. 



FIGURE 6 
PROJECTIONS OF U.S. ELECTRICITY GENERATION BY FUEL TYPE 

I KEY: 

= Rwwwabls~ 81 Others 

--*l--r Nuclear 

--orCoal 

- Oil 81 Gas 

‘Total (3,983) 

3oal /2,373) 

Xl & Gas (58) 

SOURCE: ENCiROY INFORMATION ADMINISTRATION’S 1980 ANNUAL REPORT 
TO CONORESS: OAO COMPUTATIONS 
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,rhe electric power industry has formed several associations 
to oversee and improve its own operations. In addition, the 
industry is suuJect to both State and Federal regulation. At 
the state level, regulatory comtnissions control retail electricity 
prices ancl set power rate s at Levels whicn allow utility investors 
a “reas0naDle” profit for $rovidinJ consumers witn adequate 
supplies of power at affordable prices. some State agencies 
also have authority to approve sites Ear generating plants or 
transmission facilities. Federal agencies regulate various 
aspects of utility operations, including interstate wholesale 
power sales, nuclear plant construction and operation, anc 
environmental protection practices. 

Industry associations 

Within the United States and Canada, tne electric power ;in- 
dustry has formed nine regional reliaoility councils to coordinate 
planning, construction, and operation of oulk power supply sjystelns. 
(~See fig. 6.) Collectively, these nine councils for,n tne lqafional 
drlectric Reliability Council (NERC). N3RC was estaolisned b tne 
i(ndustry in 1368 in resp’onse to public concerns aoout reliau e i 

1 

ower service. Its primary mission is to promote reliabilitk and 
deguacy of tne sulk power supply for electric utility systelhs ih 
he united States and parts of Canada. 

In addition to AERC, other national organizations nave been 
formed by the industry to conduct research or to provide infor- 
mation on utility operations: 

--The Electric Power Researcn Institute (EPRI) is fundep by 
over 600 electric utilities to develop and Inanade a 
technology research program for improving electric poiwer 
production, distribution, ancl utilization. 

--The Edison electric Institute (E21) is an associatio of 
investor-owned electric utility companies. r3EI Jatn rs in- 

3 formation and statistics relating to tne electric po ,er 
industry and makes tnem available to member companies, 
the pub1 ic, and state and Federal agencies. EEI maijtains 
liaison between the industry and the Federal Government 
and acts as a spokesperson on suoJects of national ihterest. 

--The American Public Power Association (APPA) is a national 
association representing local publicly-owned electric 
utilities in 48 States, Puerto Rico, Guam, and tile vjirjin 
Islands. 

--The Jational Rural r;lectric Cooperative Association (tiilECA) , 
representing rural slectric cooperative syate,ns, 2uulic dotier 
districts, and public utility districts, promotes to orinj 
electrical service to rural America and greserqe it tar 
the future. 



Figure 6 

NATIONAL ELECTRIC RELIABILITY COUNCIL 

t--k. I 

I,\ \ MEXICO 

Source: NERC Annual Report, April 1980. 
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State regulation -- 
States regulate electric utilities by autnoriziny construc- 

tion af generating facilities, reviewing and approving future 
plZll”lS, approving sites for powerplants and transmission lines, 
ensuring reliability and adequacy of service, approving power 
rates, and setting rates of return on utility investments. Idgny 
State regulatory commissions now consider themselves responsible 
for ensuring (1) realistic electricity deNImand forecasts, (2) cost- 
effective conservation programs, (3) development of renewaole 
eneryy resources, (4) protection of environmental and puolic 
nealth/safety interests, and (5) public participation in electric 
utility planning and policymaking. 3n the national level, Stbte 
regulatory bodies are represented by the iqational Association 
of Regulatory Utility Commissions ( L\IARUC) . 

Federal regulation 

Although the primary authority for regulating electric utili- 
t’es remains with tne States, several Federal agencies regulate or 
i 

I 

fluence various aspects of utility operations. From monito~ring 
d’r quality around coal-fired generating facilities to licensing 
n clear powerglants, Federal agencies have oeen assi.jnea numeSrous 
r sponsioilities Which have an impact on power system planning ancl 
,nbnagemen t . 

--,Tne Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) licenses 
non-Federal nydroelectric proJects and nas Jurisuiction 
over the rates charged for electricity sold on a wholelsale 
basis in interstate commerce. 

--The Department of Energy (DOE) promotes national energ~y 
policies and principles and develops and implements pr(o- 1 grams designed to ensure adequate and reliable suppliels of 
energy. Specifically, DOE is responsiole for assuringi tne 
reliability of electric bulk power supply and administ’ering 
programs in the area of utility system planning, coordina- 
tion, interconnection, and rate structures. It enforcles 
prohibitions against burning oil or natural gas in ned 
powerplants and fosters tne use of coal and otner alte~rna- 
tives to imported fuels. 

--Tne Environmental Protection Agency (GA) estaolisnes ‘anu 
enforces pollution abate,nent regulations to vJnich utilities 
must conform. 

--The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (JRC) regulates the con- 
struction and operation of all nuclear powerplants, 
regardless of onnershig, tnrougn a licensing process. 
i3efore licensing a new plant, NtiC i; required to assure 
there is a valid neejl for the power ana txat the progcseu 
nuclear plant is tile oest alternative for meetlnJ tnat 
need, 



--‘IYne Securities anti Lxcnkn~e Com,nission (SEC) nag Iuris- 
oiction over inplestor-owned electric utilities ana noloin 
companies and controls the issuance of securities, con- 
solidations among utilities, and accumulation of assets 
within utilities. 

--The R’ural Electrification Administration (HEA) in tne 
Department of Agriculture approves requests from rural 
electric systems for loans and lsoan guarantees to finance 
the construction and operation of electrical facilities. 

The impacts of these Federal regulatory agencies ano tneir 
$tate counterparts are discussed in chapter 3. Chapter 3 also 
reviews briefly some recent trends in tne regulatory clilnate for 
electric utilities. 



CHAPTER 3 

TRENDS IN GOVERJMENT REGULATION 

State and Federal regulation s now affect a wide range of 
electric utility operations. During tne 1960s and,1370s, existing 
regulatory statutes were supplemented by a series of new larws to 
(1) protect the environment, (2) promote independence from foreign 
fuels, (3) improve electric power planning and management, and 
(4) increase nuclear safety. Although tnere is increasing concern 
about the costs of regulation, it is unlikely that State and 
Federal lawmakers will completely abandon the basic objectives of 
recent regulatory legislation. We can expect, however, tnat the 
costs and benefits of regulatory requirements will be examined more 
closely in the future. Also, there will be increasing preslsure 

I on regulatory officials to manage their programs in a cost- 
conscious manner. 

Investor-owned electric utilities are granted monopoly 
franchises by State governments, but must submit to regulation 
by State utility commissions and several Federal .agencies. 
State regulators approve the siting of all new generating facili- 
ties and issue powerplant operating permits. State utility 
commissions establish investor-owned utilities' rates of return 
and approve retail power rates. Federal regulatory officials are 
principally concerned with national and interstate issues, such 
as nuclear plant safety, power systems reliability, bulk power 
supply plans, and regional interconnections. Although Federal 
regulations strongly influence certain aspects of utility opera- 
tions, primary authority for regulating investor-owned utilities 
remains with the States. Recent Federal legislation has not 
altered the cnarters of State regulatory agencies, but it has 
assigned both Federal and State agencies important new responsi- 
bilities for helping to shape the Nation’s energy future. 

’ REGULATION AT THE STATE LEVEL 
I 

State regulatory commissions, through their hearing proc- 
esses and rulings, provide a sense of direction for electric 
power planners and policymakers. Utility commissions play a 
leadership role by controlling the prices charged to consumers 
for electric service, the rates of return allowed on utilities' 
investments, and the costs included in utilities' rate bases. 
Utility commissions' rulings and regulations can provide incen- 
tives for electric utilities to modify their policies in closer 
conformance with the priorities expressed by local rate payers, 
leyal authorities, or State and Federal legislators. 

State regulatory practices reflect diverse local priorities. 
Each State is largely autonomous in dealing with its investor- 
owned utilities and its electric power practices. The rzgula- 

) tory standards and procedures which guide power planning practices 
~ in one State may be very different from those used in adJo/ininJ 



ones. State reyulatory bouies vary wilaely in nov~ til@y deal 
with the pro&ems of forecasting demand anLt Jevelo,oing supply 
plans, siting ancl certifying powerplants, provicling environinental 
protection, developing alternative energy sources, ano protectin 
utilities’ financial positions. ay contrast , puolic agency 
utilities, such as public utility districts, are “regulateo” only 
in the sense that they report to local officials. Consequently, 
within some States, there lnay be nearly as many regulatory ano 
operating philosophies as there are utilities. 

&ad forecasting and resource planning 

Although there i s a trena toward greater state involvement 
in forecasting future power loads, it i.s not widespread. 1/ Fete 
states prepare independent forecasts or rigorously scrutixize 

~ the forecasts prepared oy their utilities. But States wnicn 
shave increased their forecasting capaoilities have developeo 
~ significantly different estimates of future Qovller neecls tnan 
~ their utilities. In California, for example, wnere the State 

Energy Commission is required by law to prepare an inaepenacnt 
demand forecast for comparison to tne utilities’ forecasts, tne 

, Commission nas aaopted its staff’s lower forecasts to avoid per- 
ceived weaknesses in the utilities’ forecasts. (See fiij. ‘7.) 

I In 3regon, tne Energy Facility Siting Council recently aoopted a 
~ policy enabling it to review ener.jy needs statewiae ana to Oeter- 
‘mine tne amount and type of generating capacity reyuireo to meet 

those needs. The oo]ective of this neti solicy is to give tine 
Siting Council a more effective role in planning Oregon’s f’uture 
power developments. 

Powerplant siting and certification 

State utility commissions generally require utilities ito 
meet various licensing and certification requirements uefor~e 
they can construct and operate power-generating and transmi/ssion 
facilities. Platters of regulatory concern often include tqe 
need for more power, the location of tne facility, its desijgn 
and operating characteristics, cost estimates, environment41 
constraints, effects on system reliaoility, and public healtn 
and safety issues. Some States have instituted ratner ex- 
naustive certification/licensing procedures, wnile Other States 
consider facilities construction and operation to oe more tne 
responsioility of utility officials. 

1 The administrative burdens of siting and certification 
vary from State to State. In some States, utilities dre required 
to secure licenses ancl clearances from a host of State ana 

/ k/tie reported on this issue in “Electricity Planning--Toaay’s 
Improvements Can Alter Iommorrow’ 3 Investment tieci3ions,* 
EMD-BO-112, Sept. .$u, 13dU. 
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local agencies. In other States, the administrative burden ‘is 
reduced by a “one-atop” program in which one State agency serves 
as a focal point for powerplant development. In the State of 
Maryland , for example, the Department of Natural Resources is 
the focal point for the siting process. The department reviews 
demand grow$h for electricity, prepares environmental impact 
reports, and makes site suitability assessments. With approval 
of the Public Service Commission, the department acquires suitable 
sites, which can then be sold to or leased by a utility. Maryland’s 
siting statute is unique, in that the State may acquire sites and 
hold them for future use by electric utilities. 

Protecting the environment 

States have taken an increasingly active role in administer- 
ing enviranmental regulations which have an impact on the siting, 
construction, and operation of new generating or transmission 
facilities. Within each State, environmental regulations 

~applicable to electric utilities may be administered by either 
,the utility regulatory commission or the State’s environmental 
~agencies l Utilities must comply with the environmental require- 
‘ments of State laws as well as applicable Federal laws to secure 
State approval for constructing and operating new power 
~facilitiea. 

Some States have enacted environmental legislation to supple- 
ment or strengthen Federal law, This can compound utility problems 
with the permit and licensing process. Under provision of the 
Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C. 1251-1376) asl amended 
by the Clean Water Act of 1977 (P.L. 95-217), the Clean Air Act 
(42 U.S.C. 7401, et x.) and the Solid Waste Disposal Act (,42 U.S.C. 
6901-6987), all States were obligated to adopt and enforce minimum 
standards for protecting the quality of air, water, and land use. 
But the States can raise their standards above the minimum Federal 
requirements if they so desire. As a result, many environmental 
regulations are State specific, and electric utilities are often 
confronted with different rules and regulations when they serve 
customers living in two or more States. 

Developing alternative energy sources 

States vary in their emphasis on alternative energy sources, 
such as conservation, load management, cogeneration, and renewable 
resources. Some States are not gathering sufficient information 
to adequately assess the potential contributions available from 
these alternatives. Other States have made forceful efforts to 
,encourage their utilities to develop unconventional alternatives. 
‘While no States have explicitly discouraged the development of 
alternative supply sources, most have done little to encourage 
such developments by providing special regulatory incentives or 
preferential rates of return for innovative projects. 
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A, few States are taking a leadership role in establishing 
alternative energy programs. For example, in North Carolina, an 
alternative energy corporation has been established to engage 
in energy research, development, and commercialization on 
a local level. The North Carolina Utilities Commission believed 
that a merger of public and private interests was needed to 
promote efficient uses of electricity, reduce future load 
growth, and develop alternative energy sources. In California, 
the Public Utility Commission has ordered local utilities 
to plan for demonstrating and financing, solar hot water heaters 
to reduce electrical demand and promote the use of alternative 
energy sources. California’s Public Utility Commission ranks 
electricity conservation equally with power supply and considers 
the effectiveness of utilities' conservation programs when 
reviewing their rates of return. Figure 8 shows that in 
California, alternative energy sources may provide a substantial 
portion of firm capacity by 1992. 

II Protecting utilities’ financial positions 

A sound financial position is necessary for utilities to 
attract the capital needed to construct new facilities and main- 
tain reliable service, State regulatory commissions directly 
influence the financial integrity of their State’s utilities by 
regulating various aspects of utility operations. Retail power 
rates, rates of return on investment, and costs which can be 
included in a utility’s rate base are all subject to regulation 
by State officials. 

In the recent past, industry representatives frequently 
complained that State regulators have not adequately protected 
utilities’ financial positions. Some State regulatory commissions 
have been slow to grant rate increases needed to cover increased 
costs or may not have provided utilities with a “fair and feasonable" 

~ rate of return. Several States do not allow utilities to include 
~ construction work in progress (CWIP) in their rate base. l/ These 
I practices, utilities argue, have driven down the value of-utility 
i stock and have made raising money more costly. 

New evidence suggests that State regulatory authorities are 
becoming more sensitive to the financial problems facing mbny 
electric utilities. Rate increases for 1980 were more thab double 
the amount received in 1979, and “regulatory lag” decreasetj sig- 
nif icantly. State utility cominissions will continue to play a 
central role in creating incentives which encourage utilities 
to increase their earnings by providing electric service amt the 
least cost to power consumers. 

i/We reported on this issue in “Construction Work in Progriess 
Issue iJeeds Ilnproved Regulatory Response for Utilities amnd 

I Consumers,” MD-80-75, June 23, 138il. 
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Figure 8 

ELECTRtC POWER FIRM CAPACITY IN CALIFORNIA FOR 1992 
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TWE “BROAD BRUSH” OF FEDERAL REGULATION _r- 

Although the utility industry was largely free from Federal 
tegulation during its early years, Federal legislation now affects 
a wide range of electric utility planning and operating practices. 
Federal energy and regulatory agencies are active in licensing 
nuclear power plants , protecting the environment from power develop- 
ments, promoting electricity conservation, and improving power 
planning and policymaking. In addition, the electric utility 
industry is now required to report to about 50 Federal agencies. 
In the last 2 decades, Federal regulations have put many new 
demands on electric utilities long accustomed to virtual freedom 
from Federal oversight. 

Until the 19608, utility regulation other than for rate- 
betting purposes was minimal at both Federal and State levels. 
Decisions on powerplant siting and construction, fuel select~ion, 
+nd transmission practices were generally left to the prerogative 

P 
f utility officials. Federal regulation was largely centered 

‘n the Federal Power Act (16 U.S.C. 791 et. seq. as amended), which 

f 
uthorized the Federal Power Commission (FPC) l/ to regulate in- 
er state commerce in electricity. FPC policies affected whole- 
ale power sales in interstate commerce, interconnections, wheel- 

ing and pooling agreements, and licensing of hydroelectric plants. 

The rising tide of regulation 

During the 1960s and 1970s, changing public interests a~nd 
concerns over power interruptions combined to focus national’ 

1: 
ttention on the electric power industry. Electric reliability 
ecame a public issue, as did power rates and the environmen~tal 

costs of generating and transmitting power. The infamous North- 
east blackout of 1965 and other interruptions of electric se,rvice 
highlighted the importance of dependable power supplies and 
taised questions about the adequacy of our energy resources. 
A 1976 report by the Council on Environmental Quality stated 

hat “energy production and use were perhaps the most important 
eterminants in improving environmental guality* * *converseily, 
nvironmental factors are major consider ations- in judging the 

acceptability of future energy systems.” Public and congre ‘sional 
Iconcer ns led to legislation, and regulatory practices were 1 ltered 
to accommodate an increased Federal role in power planning and 
policymaking. Actions taken at the Federal level spread to the 

tates, and-- either independently or as an extension of Feddral 
r ogr ams --State commissions, energy offices, health agencies, 

and other organizations increased their influence on utilities’ 
decisions. 

Since the late 196Os, there has been a continuing trend 
~toward increased Federal regulation of utilities in order to 
( 1) px otect the environment, (2) reduce dependence on foreign 

P 

r l/Now the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. 
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fuels, (3) improve power system planning and management, and I 
(4) promote nuclear safety. A key step in factoring environ- 
mental considerations and concerns into utility decisionmaking 
was the enactment of NEPA-- the National Environmental Policy Act 
of 1969 (42 U.S.C. 4231-4347). NEPA is regarded as the cornerstone 
of Federal efforts in environmental protection. It requires 
decisionmakers to take into account the probable effect their 
actions (such as granting a construction permit or a powerplant 
license) will have on the environment. From an operational per- 
spective, NEPA’s most important provision required the preparation 
of an environmental impact statement (EIS) for any proposed 
Federal action significantly affecting environmental quality. 
Environmental impact statements are required for licensing nuclear 
plants, hydroelectric plants, and some coal-fired plants. Each 
BIS must include analyses of the (1) environmental impact of the 
proposed action, (2) alternatives to the proposed action, and (3) 
iirreversible resource commitments that would result from implemen- 
itation of the proposal. 

Other legislation enacted in the 1970s confirmed the Federal 
commitment to protecting environmental quality and added new 
dimensions to utility planning. The Federal Water Pollution Con- 
trol Act Amendments of 1972 (33 U.S.C. 1251-1376) marked a turning 
point in Federal policy toward water pollution by ending the 
“right to pollute.” The amendments were intended to restore and 
maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the 
,Nation’s waters. Their greatest impact on new generating plants 
Ihas been in the design of cooling systems to control thermal+ pollu- 
~tion of rivers and lakes. Similarly, the Clean Air Act Amendments 
~of 1977 (42 U.S.C. 7401-7642), which recodified Federal air quality 
‘laws, established impediments to the unrestricted discharge of 
‘air pollutants from electric powerplants and increased indu$try 
attention to the use of pollution control equipment and “cleaner” 
fuels and combustion processes. 

In the early 197Os, an emerging Federal energy policy $ought 
!to encourage conservation and to mitigate foreseeable fuel $hortages 
(by using persuasion to secure voluntary improvements. 
IIn the wake of the 1973-74 Arab oil embargo--which triggereh 
Igasol ine shortages, increased utility fuel prices, and contributed 
to an economic recession-- Federal energy policy became more,force- 

,ful and centered on emergency actions to offset the immediate 
ieffects of the embargo. These actions included the regulation 
lof some energy supplies, emergency measures to reduce consumption 
and increase conservation, and accelerated programs to develop 
additional domestic energy sources. Legislation was also enacted 

1 to provide grants, subsidies, and tax relief to accelerate tne 
idevelopment of alternative energy sources and to promote energy 
conservation. 

Regulating for long-term solutions 

More recent developments indicate that the focus of Feideral 
energy legislation has moved from coping with emergencies sluch 

I 8,’ ,, “’ 



as the oil embargo to developing a comprehensive, long-term approach 
to solving our national energy problems. Legislation enacted in 
the mid to late 1970s provided investment incentives to encourage 
conservation, production of synthetic fuels, greater use of 
domestic coal reserves, and development of improved rate structures 
for electric utilities. In addition, the March 1979 accident at 
Three Mile Island hightened Federal/State recognition to the need 
for a more unified regulatory roles. In GPCA--the Energy Policy 
and Conservation Act (P. L. 94-163) --the Congress enacted its 
first energy conservation statute by instituting a number of 
energy conservation measures, including appliance and auto effi- 
ciency standards, labeling programsl industrial energy conservation 
targets, standards for use of recycled oil, and grants for State 
energy conservation programs and public education. One important 
purpose of the act, which would have a direct impact on utility 
decisionmaking, was to reduce the demand for petroleum products, 
including natural gas, through programs designed to provide greater 
availability and use of OUT Nation’s abundant coal resourc’es. 

The Energy Conservation and Production Act (P. L. 940385), 
which amended EPCA, authorizes additional energy conservation 
measures, including grants for supplemental State energy c’onser- 
vation programs, energy conservation assistance in existinlg build- 
ings, and weatherization assistance for low-income persons’. The 
National Energy Conservation Policy Act (P. L. 95-619) profvides 
for the regulation of interstate commerce to reduce the growth in 
demand for energy and to conserve nonrenewable energy resources 
without inhibiting beneficial economic growth. The act requires 
that States and certain utilities undertake residential energy 
conservation programs, authorizes conservation grants to States 
and nonprofit schools and hospitals, establishes energy efficiency 
standards for certain products and processes, and sets sta;ndards 
fox solar energy and conservation in Federal buildings. 

PURPA--the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 11978 
(P. L. 95-617)--establishes 11 Federal policy standards for 
electric utilities to encourage energy conservation, efficient 
use of facilities and resources, and equitable rates to electric 
consumer s. PURPA also (1) encourages the use of cogeneration 
and small power production by requiring electric utilitie to 
offer to purchase energy from qualifying cogeneration fat 1 lities 
and small power production facilities at approximately their 
incremental cost of alternative electric energy; (2) requires 
a review of the opportunities for energy conservation and in- 
creased efficiency through pooling arrangements among electric 
utilities; and (3) authorizes a study on appropriate levels of 
reliability, methods of achieving such reliability, and methods 
of minimizing disruption and economic losses caused by electri- 
cal outages. 

The Powerplant and Industrial Fuel Use Act of 1978 (l?. L. 
95-620) further discourages the use of natural gas or oil in 
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new electric powerplants and promotes the use’of coal or such 
other alternate fuels as shale oil; biomass and municipal, indus- 
trial, or agricultural wastes; wood; and geothermal energy 
sources, petroleum coke, and uranium. 

RE~LATI~N LIKELY ~0 CONTINUE 
UNDER INCREASED SCRUTINY 

The rapid proliferation of State and Federal regulatory 
requirements has slowed the development of new powerplants and 
increased the costs of constructing generating and transmission 
facilities. Within the electric utility industry there is con- 
siderable resentment toward what is viewed as a disjointed, 
costly, and time-consuming regulatory process. Although the 
utilities’ concern about the adverse impacts of regulation is 
shared by many nonutility spokespersons, other analysts and policy- 
makers point out that effective regulation often has prevented 
the construction of unneeded or unnecessarily costly facilit’ies. 
While it is unlikely that State and Federal lawmakers will abandon 
khe basic objectives of recent regulatory legislation, it is 

kkcly that the costs and benefits of regulatory requirements 
ill be examined more closely in the future. Also, there will 
e increasing pressure on regulatory officials to manage their 
rograms in a more cost-conscious and business-like manner. 

I , As the electric power industry entered the 198Os, there was 
ii need felt in the Congress, the administration, and the business 
community to reexamine the multitude of new regulatory require- 
ments imposed on electric utilities during the last 2 decades. 
~Preliminary evidence suggests that such reexaminations will focus 
increased attention on the economic effects of Government regula- 
tions, overlap and duplication in regulatory requirements, dnd the 
costs and benefits of alternative methods of achieving environ- 
mental and economic goals. 

Although some utilities feel that a much stronger approach 
iis needed to lift the regulatory burdens imposed on them duping 
lthe 1960s and 197Os, we doubt that State and Federal lawmakers 
lare prepared to turn back the regulatory clock. The econom 
environmental, and social impacts of multibillion-dollar el 
Ipower projects have become matters of great public interest, In 
Jmany communities across the Nation, spirited public debates are 
‘in progress over the advantages and disadvantages of competing 
energy investments. It is recognized, for example, that $1.5 
billion can buy either (1) a l,OOO-megawatt powerplant, 
which will begin producing electricity in 10 to 15 years, or 

,(2) weatherization for the homes of about 500,000 ratepayers, 
‘some of whom can begin saving energy and money immediately. 
Fur thermore, although increased regulation has delayed and 
added to the costs of power projects, it has also (1) revealed 
some of the social and environmental costs of power development 
and (2) saved ratepayers from making premature or inappropriate 
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investments. As pointed out in one of our reports to the Congress, 
lJ there is little evidence to suggest that regulatory delays 
are causing actual power shortages. While there may be some 
local exceptions, the Nation’s electric generating capacity 
should be generally adequate through at least 1988. 

Rather than focusing their attention on new regulations as 
a solution to existing problems, we believe that energy planners 
and policymakers would be better advised, to determine if current 
State and Federal regulatory practices are helping or hindering 
utilities in solving the major issues facing the electric power 
industry. A summary and description of such issues--and certain 
conditions we observed in the course of our work--are provided 
in chapter 4. 

4 

i/“The Effects of Federal Regulation on the Electric Utility 
i Industry,” EMD-81-35, Dec. 24, 1980, 



CHAPTER 4 

ISSUES AND OBSERVATIONS--A GAO PERSPECTIVE 

In recent years, we have issued numerous reports dealing 
with the production, distribution, and consumption of electric 
power* These reports resulted from reviews undertaken to 
answer spec’ific congressional requests and to meet other 
statutory responsibilities of the Comptroller General. Append ix 
I lists numerous electricity-related reports that we have issued 
since September 1977. 

NATIONAL ISSUES IN PO_WER MANAGEMENT 

In preparing these reports, we identified a number of broad 
issues facing utility planners and regulatory officials thro’ughout 
the Nation. We have identified some of these issues as ques:tions 
of continuing importance which should be addressed by the Comngress 
snd the Federal agencies having oversight and regulatory responsibil- 
iities when making decisions affecting the electric power indsustry. 

re we qettjnq all the power we can 
ram existing resources? 

Because conventional power-generating facilities are very 
expensive to build and take many years to complete, power plan- 
ners are looking for opportunities to increase production from 
,existing facilities. Such efforts take various forms and include 
~repower ing fossil-fueled powerplants, installing turbine generators 
%n nonpower dams and waterways, and improving the operation/main- 
‘tenance of powerplants to increase their output. Other options 
/include : modifying existing reservoirs to store more water for use 
during high-demand periods; direct load control, which improves 
the operating efficiency of baseload powerplants; and power pooling 
lamong regional utilities or --when adequate interties exist-4 
ibetween regions to share the use of existing generating capacity. 

Significant energy supplies can be made available by getting 
more power from facilities we already have. A consulting sttudy 
conducted for the State of California showed that 2,800 MW of 
older I low-efficiency, oil-burning powerplants could be increased 
to over 8,000 NW by adding generating capacity and increasing 
overall generating efficiency by about 30 percent. There are 
also important opportunities to increase hydropower production 
at existing dam sites. As we reported to the Congress in January 

,1980, ;1/ the Army Corps of Engineers has identified a very $ignifi- 
cant national potential for developing or increasing hydropower 
capacity at existing dams. Improved operation and maintenance 
of power-generating facilities has also been identified as an 

)_1/“Hydropower --An Energy Source Whose Time Has Come Again,” 
1 EMD-80-30, Jan. 11, 1980. 
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area of significant potential. Our report Of May 23, 19’73, A/ 
showed that one division of the Corps had establisned a maintenance 
information system wnich increased generator availability by 6.2 
percent during a 4-year period. 

Although there are important opportunities to increase power 
production from many kinds of existing facilities, it would be a 
mistake to characterize these opportunities as a trouble-free 
supply option. As in most aspects of electricity supply ana 
demand, there are many barriers to be overcome before utilities 
can capitalize on these potential resources. Repower ing oil- 
and gas-fired generating plants may conflict with national goals 
for reducing our dependence on imported fuels. Installirqnew 
generators at existing dams may result in downstream flows 
whicn are detrimental to fish and wildlife, recreation, and public 
safety. Also, the “drawdowns” ‘needed for increased power $ener- 
atiOn may conflict with regulation of water levels for Other 

~ purposes. Similarly, new transmission lines and interties to 
~ promote the snaring of generating capacity among utilities and 
1 between regions are subject to conflicts over environmenta$ 
~ impacts, rights-of-way, regulatory Jurisdictions, and allocations 
i of costs and savings. It seems clear that hard work, intelligent 

compromise, and continuing oversignt will oe needed to achieve 
more productive use of existing power resources. 

1 Do we use electricity wisely 
( and efficiently? 

With conventional powerplants becoming more expensive to 
build and operate, some utilities and regulatory commissiohs 
nave turned to electricity conservation as a less costly abd 
more readily available power resource. There are signif icant 
potentials for conserving electricity in all regions of the 
country, although some regions-- because of unique power rehources 
and/or consumption patterns-- have greater potential tnan otners. 
Even in regions with similar overall potentials, the mix oL con- 
servation opportunities varies because industrial, commercial, 
and residential consumption patterns are dissimilar. 

Much more has been written aoout conservation of electricity 
than has yet oeen done. Inaction has resulted largely from insti- 
tutional barriers and uncertainties and--to a mucn lesser degree-- 
from shortfalls in conservation technology. Altnough mucn remains 
to be learned about conservation, many electricity-saving prac- 
tices and devices are commercially available and relatively 
simple to use. In the residential sector, electric power can be 

L/*‘Increased Productivity Can Lead to Lower Costs of Feclerai 
Hydroelectric Plants,” Fti1QU-73-15, Flay 23, 1979. 



saved by weatherization, 1/ more efficient heaters (water and,, 
air) and appliances, and Tess wasteful use of lighting and hot 
water a Many of these opportunities, and especially those related 
to space heating/cooling and electric lighting, are also present 
in the commercial sector. In addition to these readily available 
options, there are significant, but more complex and costly, 
conservation opportunities in electric-intensive industrial 
plants that have not been modernized with commercially available 
high-efficiency equipment. 

There is general agreement within the electric power com- 
munity that conservation is needed, but no consensus on how much 
electricity can be saved by conservation. Recent studies by 
the Council on Environmental Quality and the Harvard University 
Business School indicate that Americans could consume 20 to 40 
percent less electricity and still enjoy the same or even higher 
;standards of living. The benefits of electricity conservation 
iare now being recognized more explicitly in energy plans at State 
land local levels. The New York State Energy Planning Board, for 
~example, recently developed a set of conservation measures which 
could save about 3 billion kWh annually by 1994. California 
State Energy Commission staff members estimated that conservation 
measures already in place-- existing State conservation initiatives 
and utility programs-- will reduce electricity growth by about 15 
percent. 

Despite its promise, 
in gathering momentum. 

electricity conservation has beenslow 
Electric utilities which presently 

‘: 
ave 

their financial resources invested in constructing new gene,ating 
,facilities or have unused capacity, have been understandably 
~hesitant to vigorously pursue actions which reduce their 
,sales. Also, many power planners and regulators are reluctant 
to plan for conservation as a near-term supply source. 
They believe there is insufficient knowledge of conserv- 
ation savings and consumer behavior to ensure that conservation 

can be counted on as a dependable way of meeting electricit 
~demands. Furthermore, even where conservation is agreed oy up n as 
la dependable supply source, there can be difficulties in se 
investment capital at rates competitive with financing for 1 

uring 
ore 

conventional power sources. Other questions which will affect 
consumers’ progress in conserving electricity relate to power 
pricing techniques, 
ation, 

which can encourage or discourage conserv- 
and consumer protection from (1) conservation frauds and 

substandard installations and (2) indoor air pollution in “energy- 
, tight” buildings. 

IJWeatherization includes installing insulation, weather sttip- 
~ ping, and storm windows. 
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How can we reduce the costs of 
building powerplants? 

In recent years, construction cost overruns and costly delays 
in completing conventional coal-fired and nuclear powerplants have 
shocked both utilities and consumers. Regulatory requirements 
and review practices established ‘to protect public health and 
safety and maintain environmental quality often have become light- 
ning rods for the frustrations and anger of industry officials 
and ratepayers. State and Federal reglulatory officials contend 
that costly delays and overruns are often caused by design: changes 
during construction, inadequate cost control practices, un;realistic 
estimating techniques, or intentional slippages to compens~ate 
for reduced demand growth. Common sense suggests that somie cost 
escalations and delays are unavoidable, but many improvemeints can 
be made in both regulatory practices and construction management. 

There is a need to objectively analyze U.S. powerplant con- 
struction programs so that we can determine what factors are 
causing delays and cost overruns and the relative importance of 
those factors. It may be necessary for policymakers to reassess 
some difficult trade-offs between economic goals and environmental 
or social objectives. Timely and constructive compromise ‘on such 
trade-offs might reduce costs and improve construction,schedules 
without sacrificing important health, safety and environmental 
safeguards. 

Other industrialized nations, such as Japan, France,iand 
West Germany, have been constructing conventional powerplhnts 
more efficiently than the United States. Even though the#e 
systems are government-owned, other nations’ experiences would 
suggest that we improve our own practices by 

--standardizing powerplant designs, 

--streamlining the planning/siting process, 

--developing more realistic cost estimates and construction 
schedules, 

--improving cost control practices and incentives, 

--using special workforces and labor agreements for ibuilding 
powerplants, 

--finding less costly methods of protecting the environment 
and human health/safety, and/or 

--minimizing work stoppages for environmental questions or 
potential health and safety problems. 

Better information on these and other options is needed before 
we can proceed with confidence to reform our regulatory and 
construction management practices. 
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How can electricity help reduce our 
dependence on imported oil and gas? 

Conventional wisdom, expressed in the statements of energy 
experts and documented in numerous periodicals, holds t.hat in 
future years,’ electric power generated with plentiful domestic 
resources (principally coal and uranium.) will oe used increasingly 
to reduce our dependance on rapidly depleting petroleum fuels, 
particularly imported fuels from the Middle East. It is obyiously 
important to reduce our excessive dependence on imported fuels, and 
to do so promptly. However, the use of electricity for that purpose 
is a complex matter which deserves more scrutiny than it ha;s 
received to date. While increased coal and nuclear generat’ion 
may reduce consumption of petroleum fuels, a recent study oy the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission suggests that much of the residual 
oil which could be displaced, particularly by nuclear generation 
in the New England States, comes from domestic sources in the Gulf 
of Mexico and from Venezuela and the Caribbean Islands rather than 
from the Middle East. 

I More importantly, it must be remembered that the generation 
( of electric power really represents a ratner small portion--about 

12 percent-- of U.S. consumption of oil and gas. If, as many 
planners assert, electric utilities are to play a major role in 
displacing imported fuels, their contributions must logically oe 
extended to the transportation sector which accounts for over 5i) 
percent of U.S. oil consumption. To displace the imported oil 

~ consumed in transportation with electricity, we would need Federal 
( support for a planned shift to electric automobiles and trucks, 

and electrified rail and electric mass transit syst.ems. At’ the 
present, there is no national commitment to such policies and none 
appears imminent. 

One option more readily available to utilities for reducing 
oil and gas consumption is load management, which involves ,a 

~ variety of techniques for shifting electric energy use fronr/ peak 
~ demand times to off-peak hours. In many regions, electricity 
~ generated during peak hours is derived from oil- or gas-fired 
I turbines, 
~ loads. 

whereas coal or nuclear power is used to meet off-peak 
By shifting demands from peak to off-peak periods, ~load 

management could help reduce utilities’ dependence on oil &rd gas. 

Should regulations be changed to 4 reduce the time for developinq new 
powerplants? 

I During the 197Os, many electric utilities canceled or delayed 
I their plans for constructing coal-fired or nuclear powerplants. 

As we reported to the Congress in December 1980, l-/ from 1974 

.lJ”Electric Powerplant Cancellations and Delays,” EIJID-81-25, 
Dec. 8, 1980. 
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through 1978 the Nation’s electric utilities canceled plans for 
134 electrical generating units and delayed construction on most 
other new units. Major reasons for cancelations and delays were 
reduced growth in electricity demand, utilities’ financial diffi- 
culties, and regulatory complications. Reduced demand growth for 
electricity has tended to offset utilities’ supply reductions, and 
most regions of the country still have adequate power supplies. 
According to many industry spokesmen, however, their experience in’ 
the 1970s proved that the timely development of new power supplies 
is virtually impossible under the existing regulatory climate. 

Industry representatives contend that the multitude of 
requirements imposed on electric utilities by State and Federal 
regulators have a compounding effect similar to a de facto 
moratorium on new generating plants. Defenders of the existing 
regulatory structure argue that many powerplants were canceled 
or delayed because of changing capital markets, deteriorating 
financial positions, or overly ambitious construction plans that 
were based on inflated demand forecasts. According to these 
arguments, utilities shelved or slipped their construction plans 
for financial reasons or to avoid building excess capacity, not 

ibecause their plans were stalemated by regulatory requirements. 
, There is a clear need for independent reviews of how State 
iand Federal regulatory requirements affect electric power 
Iprojects, both positively and negatively. Such reviews should 
I(l) include appropriate case studies; (2) determine how much 
I time is required for site selection, environmental clearances, 
i and design/construction reviews; and (3) discuss the financial 
1 implications of State and Federal regulatory practices. Appro- 
/ priate recommendations can then be developed to consolidate, 
I strengthen, or streamline regulatory practices where necessary. 

What is needed to commercialize 
new technoloqies? 

The Federal Government, through the Department of Energy 
I and other institutions, have been funding efforts to develop and 
) demonstrate new energy technologies for generating, conserving, 

or displacing electricity. New or improved means of genersting 
electricity which have been pursued by industry with Feder(a1 support 
include breeder reactors; wind energy systems; solar photoholtaics; 
fuel cells; small hydropower turbines; municipal, agricult:ural, 
and wood waste combustion systems; geothermal stations; anid mag- 

, netohydrodynamic generation (MHD) . Electricity-saving tedhnologies 
~ which have received Federal support include energy management 

systems for commercial buildings, high-efficiency residential 
electric appliances, and improved designs for electric motors, 
electric lights, and electric-powered industrial equipment. 

In addition, there are other research and development programs 
which could displace the use of electricity for certain functions. 
Solar-oriented building designs, for example, could reduce the 

I demands for electric space heating or cooling in residencks and 
i offices by displacing electricity with solar energy. Similarly, 



solar hot water systems can displace or reduce the need for elec- 
tric water heaters. In the same manner, ouildings designed or 
retrofitted,to optimize the use of natural liynt require less 
electric power for indoor ligntiny during daytime hours. In otner 
cases it may take many years before we know whether new technolo- 
gies can make a substantial contribution to meeting lJ.S. electric 
power needs. MHD is reportedly more tnan 20 years away from being 
a commercial technology for using coal to generate electricity. 
Fuel cells, on the other hand, may be demonstrated in the next few 
years and could be a major source of domestic energy by tne early 
21st century. 

vJhile many unconventional technologies are in various stages 
of research and development, some new or improved technolog/i.es are 

~ commercially available. The availability of a new or improvea tecn- 
inology does not guarantee its use. For such commercially availaole 
~ technologies, the questions of principal importance to power planners 
land policymakers are those dealing witn the prospects for implemen- 
itation on a large scale and their competitiveness with conventional 
powerplants. Before widespread commercialization can occur, there 
also must be (1) consumer confidence in the technology, (2) adequate 
financial support, (3) a constructive regulatory climate, (4) suffi- 
cient industrial capacity, and (5) a labor force of appropriate 
size and skills for installation and maintenance. vJnile tnese fact- 
ors deserve careful consideration before commercialization, Federal 
guidance will continue to direct the future role of tnese tecnnolo- 
qies. 

The current administration’s philosophy has redirected1 tne 
outlook for tne new technologies’ research, development,deqon- 
stration, and commercialization programs. Prior Federal pool icy 
was to support a variety of energy alternatives in the earliy 

i stages and continue support through the development stages 
~ for technologies that are technically, economically, and en- 
, vironmentally most promising. The proposed redirection of ,&his 

philosophy is to emphasize long-term, high risk research arid 
development while terminating larger technical demonstrations 
and commercialization projects. The Administration recognizes 
that Federal support for energy research is appropriate, but 
believes large demonstration and the development of commercial 
applications should be left to the private sector. The difficult- 
ies arises particularly as research and development moves toward 
the high-cost projects needed to demonstrate technical feasibility 
on a reasonable scale. In many instances, industry may not be 

~ willing to underwrite tne risks where tecnnology is uncertain 
and cost-effectiveness in an equally uncertain energy world is 
not clear. In essence, the issue of how far the Government 
may want to go in demonstrating commercial feasiuility of a 
particular technology can be influenced by a variety of 
factors, including not only cost-effectiveness but also 
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national security concerns and institutional constraints, 
which private market forces may not oe willing or able to 
respond to in the short term. In summary, wnat is defined 
as long-term research and development will be important 
with respect to fossil researcn,, nuclear, solar, and many 
other PrOgraJn areas important to utilities. The responses 
to these circumstances by industry and State and Federal 
Government will determine how quickly the Nation capital- 
izes on new technologies for producing, displacing, and 
saving electric power. 

How should we protect against 
power shortages and surpluses? 

Utilities must match generating and non-generating resources 
to their customers’ needs in such a way as to minimize the cost of 

service. The problem of balancing loads and resources is CoJnpli- 

:cated by the planning horizon for new generating facilities and 
,by the many uncertainties in forecasting future demand. 

From site selection and approval, through environmentab clear- 
ances, plant design, and construction; to commercial operation, large 
thermal powerplants require leadtimes of 10 to 15 years. It is ex- 
tremely difficult to accurately predict the demand growth that will 
develop over these long timespans. Because utilities are charged 
with providing adequate power supplies and rewarded on the basis 
of how much they have invested in generating facilit,i.es, they are 
predisposed to overbuild when faced with uncertainty. Utility 
officials contend that the social and economic costs of gen- 
erating shortages are high; on the other hand, the costs of 
unneeded or unnecessarily expensive capacity can also be velry 
signif icant. 

The potential impacts--economic, environmental, and soicial-- 
of electric power shortages and surpluses are matters of grieat concern 
to many people. The powerplant slippages and cancelations iof the 
1970s are seen by some as precursors of economic stagnation, and 
power brownouts and blackouts in the future. Others view tlhe high 
reserve margins which presently exist in many regions as excessive 
and costly insurance against power shortages--insurance for which 
consumers must pay higher electric bills. Some people are also 
concerned that the construction of more powerplants to insure 
against future power shortages will place unnecessary burdens on 
the environment, 

Under these conditions, it is important for power planners 
and regulators to thoroughly explore methods of improving demand 

:I forecasts, and reducing the costs and construction schedules for 
~ conventional powerplants. It is also important to look for less 
~ costly means of balancing power supply and demand--smaller power- 

plants that can be built more quickly, power pooling between 
utilities and regions, conservation-inducing rate structures, 
and interruptible power sales contracts. 



Is there aoeyuate Federal support 
for State planning and regulation? 

Because regulation of electric power development is princi- 
pally a function of State and local government, regulators at tnose 
levels have been challenyed by the same problems controntinJ tne 
utility industry. State regulatory officials and electric utility 
executives are similarly concerned with the need to 

--improve forecasting accuracy, 

--conserve electric power, 

--improve power pricing and load 1nana;Jement practices, 

--ennance interties witn neighboring power systems, 

--restrain the costs of new powerplants, 

--develop cogeneration and waste comuustion facilities, and 

--capitalize on renewable energy resources and plentiful 
domestic fuels. 

One of our reports A/ showed tnat most States 
are not well prepared to deal with tnese new cnallendes in a 
qomprehensive manner. Few States have developed sufficient, ana- 
lytical capaoilities to tnoroudnly evaluate utility-prepare~d deilland 
forecasts. Also, utility-forecastirq capaoilities could oe expanueil 
to use better methods which deal more explicitly witn uncer~tainties, 

~ power price increases, and conservation initiatives. States wnicn 
~ have taken a closer look at utility forecasts have iaentifiea 

problems and developed different estimates of future power needs. 
tiost of the States, however, continue to rely heavily on utility 
forecasts and to approve utility investment decisions with ‘minimal 
scrutiny of forecasting practices and planning assumptions. 

Most States lack assurance tnat the full range of power sup- 
ply/demand opt ions-- particularly alternatives sucn as conservation, 
load management, cogeneration, and renewaole energy sources--are 
tnoroughly studied and implemented when more cost-effective tnan 
conventional nuclear or coal-f ired plants. Electric utili$ies 
presently have little positive economic or regulatory incentive to 
promote energy conservation, and solar and otner renewaole ener~~~ 
options. rJhile many of the States are dissatisfied with utility 
progress in implementing tnese options, fevJ States nave developeu 
sPecia1 incentives to encourage greater utility involvement. 

lJ”Electricity Planning --Today’s Improvements Can Alter To&orrow’ s 
Investment Decision” (EM+du-11~; Sept. ju, l~;)du), 



The need for new technical and analytical capabilities has 
been recognized by some officials in State government, and limited 
actions are already undcrway-- often with Federal support--to en- 
hance the planning of electric utilities, and to strengthen the 
evaluative and oversight capabilities of public utility commissions 
and State energy offices. Effective and timely Federal support 
could be a continuing need for several years as utilities and 
regulators work to strengthen their respective planning and manage- 
ment practices. 

Can utilities secure adequate supplies 
of tnvestment capital? 

The electric utility industry, because it is so capitil 
intensive, depends on continuing access to large supplies of 
reasonably priced investment, funds. For that reason, it ig very 
important for utilities to secure favorable investment ratings 

~ from security analysts and from the financial community. The 
I unsettling changes experienced during the 1970s--especially 
I 
1 

dramatic cost escalations on new powerplants, coupled with’un- 
anticipated declines in demand growth--have prompted the finan- 

( cial community to temper its enthusiasm for utility stocks and 
1 bonds. 
1 

Furthermore, to accommodate consumer interests, maby State 
utility commissions have denied, reduced, or slowed rate increases 
for their electric utilities. In some States, utilities have 

, been precluded from earning any return on their very large 
investments in powerplants under construction. (See p. 29.) 

Collectively, these factors have reduced the market value 
of ut il ity securities and have constrained the industry’s laoility 
to raise capital. This condition may be a desirable one in that 
it will encourage utilities to pursue conservation, power ,pooling, 
load management, and other options which can balance power supply 
and demand with reduced capital requirements. On the othdr 
hand, a prolonged shortage of capital could preclude the industry 
from developing the conventional powerplants needed to meet even 
a moderate level of demand growth. Prolonged capital shortages 
might also slow the commercialization of alternative techriologies 
supported by Federal research and development programs suQh as 
cogeneration projects, wind energy systems, low-head hydroelectric 
plants, geothermal stations, and waste-fueled powerplants, 

Are Federal programs organized 
properly and managed effectively? 

Electricity programs and practices crosscut along a wide 
range of Federal energy agencies. For example, tne responsibil- 
ities for nuclear construction and operation, coordination and 
re.l iable power suppl ies, research and developmnt efforts, tne 
issuance of securities, conservation anil renewaole resource ini- 
tiatives, and rural electricity distribution can fall under tne 
purview of different Federal entities. rience, no Federal ent i.tY 
is responsible for coordinating all the electricity issues and it; 
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ramifications. Enlightened leadership and coordination from 
Federal regulatory agencies, such as DOE, FERC, and the NRC, can 
help the electric power industry strengthen its planning and 
management capabilities. The programs and practices of Federal 
energy agencies can have a considerable impact on how well elec- 
tric utilities and State regulatory bodies respond to the problems 
and opportunities which now confront them. Federal regulators 
should work with State officials and utilities to streamline the 
regulatory process, ensure continuity and predictability in reg- 
ulatory reform, and ensure timely actions on power developments 
and electricity conservation or displacement proposals. In addi- 
tion, Federal regulators can provide additional encouragement to 
improve power interties and exchanges between regions to share 
generating capacity and reduce consumers’ power bills. 

Federal research and development programs--if approp:riately 
designed, funded, and managed-- can provide valuable suppo~rt for 
emerging electric technologies and for utility-sponsored demon- 
strations of conservation, load management, cogeneration, and 
renewable resources. Leadership in applying national energy 
priorities to electric utility operations through a showcase 
approach of Federal programs could be provided by the Tennessee 
Valley Authority and from DOE’s Federal power-marketing agencies. 

OBSERVATIONS DRAWN FROM RECENT WORK 

In addition to identifying some broad issues in power system 
planning and management, we have made certain observations from 
our continual reviews of the electric power industry which will 
also be considered in planning future detailed reviews an:d follow- 
up work. The following observations are tentative; however, we 
believe they are sufficiently accurate to provide a basis for 
further discussion of the Federal Government’s decisionmaking 
process which affects the electric power industry. 

General observations 

--Electric power policies cannot be made in a vacuum. Policy- 
makers must consider the role of electricity in an energy 
panorama where electric power competes for consumers’ 
dollars with other energy sources, such as natural gas and 
oil, and where new powerplants compete with conservation 
investments. Policymakers should also recognize electric 
service as a costly and complex energy conversion/delivery 
process which may begin in a uranium or coal mine and end 
in an electric toaster or an aluminum smelter. 

--Each region of the country faces unique problems and oppor- 
tunities in providing consumers with adequate supplies of 
affordable electric power. Every region has its own climate, 
industrial base, energy resources, economic conditions, and 
consumption patterns. The challenge to utility executives, 
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ahd State and Federal regulators, is to manage these 
resources and constraints in a way that will balance 
electric power supply and demand at the lowest economic, 
environmental I and social costs to consumers. 

--Changing technologies, fuel prices, and consumption patterns 
suggest that there are numerous plausible scenarios for 
the Nation’s electrical energy future. It is inappropriate 
for power planners to base all their decisions on any one 
approach to balancing power supply and demand. Considerable 
flexibility will be needed to meet the many uncertainties 
which lie ahead. 

Power planning and policymaking 

--Many State regulatory officials are dissatisfied with 
utilities’ progress in adapting to the new challenge$ of 
electricity management, but they have done little to en- 
courage innovative proposals from tne power companies under 
their jurisdiction. State utility commissions, by giving 
electric utilities broadened charters with new economic 
and regulatory incentives could encourage the utilities to 
change their plans and policies. 

--There is an increasing need for State and local decision- 
makers to discuss their options for managing demand growth 
in open public forums. The passive approach to demand growth 
that evolved during times of plentiful energy supplies and 
declining power rates is no longer appropriate. Power con- 
sumers are aware that demand growth raises their rates by 
triggering construction of expensive new powerplants, They 
also realize that demand growth and resultant rate increases 
can be encouraged or discouraged by the policies of electric 
utilities, State regulatory bodies, and economic development 
commissions. If grass-roots support for State/regional 
power programs is not encouraged through earlier and~more 
open public participation in the planning processI mis- 
trust and policy conflicts will continue to deadlock 
electric power development programs. 

--Energy transport issues are becoming increasingly im or- 
tant to electric power planners and policymakers. R T e 
capacity of coal transportation systems and the costs of 
moving coal from mines to powerplants are illustrative 
transport issues. Other examples include the adequacy 
Of interties among utilities and between regions or 
octween “power parks” and load centers. Similarly, tne 
safe movement of nuclear fuels and radioactive wastes 
constitutes an important energy transport issue. 

Selecting new energy sources 

--Because of the energy lost in converting primary fuels to 
electricity and transmitting the electricity to end users, 



electric power should not be used when direct consumption 
of primary fuels or renewable resources can provide more 
efficient energy service. By the same token, cogeneration 
and district heating projects should be planned whenever it 
is*efficient and economical to put waste heat into productive 
us&!. 

--Multibillion-dollar powerplants with long lead times and 
flew generating technologies without proven track records 
are unlikely to win the approval of consumers alre?dy faced 
with sharply increased power costs and double-digit inflation. 
For the near term, at least, many power planners ~$11 take 
a conservative approach which emphasizes power pooling with 
neighboring utilities, conservation and load management 
programs, and proven generating technologies with reduced 
construction budgets and shorter lead times. 

--There are many good reasons to promptly commercialbze cost- 
effective conservation techniques and renewable enbrgy 
resources, but few good reasons to delay their use!. In 
some instances, the most serious obstacles to commerciali- 
zation are institutional --not technical or economic. 

--If utilities continue to sell electric power at average 
rates well below the cost of new supplies while oil and 
natural gas are deregulated to sell at free market prices, 
electricity could become our most used and most abused 
(wasted) form of energy. Even if power rates are restruc- 
tured to show the high costs of increased consumption, 
other incentives may be needed to reduce the waste of 
electricity by landlords and factory owners who perceive 
energy conservation as a low pay-off investment. 

--Commercial development of alternative energy sourges and 
conservation techniques may proceed more rapidly than many 
power planners anticipate. Demand uncertainties, 'long lead 
times, price escalations, and high financing cost 

i 

are 
making large conventional powerplants increasing1 less 
attractive. Alternative energy sources--with the r diversity, 
lower capital requirements, and shorter lead time --may play 
an important role as early as the 1980s and conti ue to make 
greater contributions in the 1990s and beyond. 

State and Federal regulation 

--Federal agencies should not usurp the traditional State 
and local electricity management practices. Federal 
agencies are ill-equipped to solve the specific problems 
in electricity management encountered by State and local 
officials. However, they can help local decisionmakers 
solve their own problems by providing oversight aind 
technical and financial support. Where Federal riegulation 
is necessary, regional, State, and community offilcials have 
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every right to insist that Federal regulatory programs be 
managed in a cost-conscious manner. 

--Federal attempts to change State and regional power plans 
will usually fail. Federal participation, when necessary, 
should be timed to coincide with the development of plans 
acceptable to local interests. 

--The burden of proof for Federal intervention in State/local 
electric power planning rests upon Federal regulators. 
Federal regulation of the electric power industry must be 
justified in terms of advancing national 
ing reliable supplies of affordable 
pub1 ic health and safety, natural 
mental quality as required by law. 

--State and Federal regulatory programs will have a p onounced 
effect on the future role of electric utilities. h E light- 
ensd regulatory practices will make it profitable fbr 
utilities to be innovative in (1) reducing energy w ste, 

f (2) developing new generating technologies, and ( 3)i provid- 
ing a broadened range of power management services.8 
farsighted regulation will convince utilities that !E 

Less 
lectric 

service has become a “no win” business to be or off- 
set by diversification into other, more profitable ctivities. 

Awareness of these conditions, and continuing att.ention to 
the national issues discussed earlier , should provide dec&ion- 

~ makers insight on the effectiveness and efficiency of Federal 
I programs for improving the Nation’s electric energy posturb. In 

chapter 5, which follows, we have drawn on the previous chlapters 
to highlight some additional areas for Federal consideratibn. 
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CHAPTER 5 

AREAS- FOR F&DERAI;I CO@~IDtiRATX0N Or4 ELECTRICITY 

raise 
Federal interactions with the electric power industry usually 

the same question: 4hy should ,tne Feaerai Government: be 
involved in power planning and policymaking? After all, it is 
argued, these are utility functions traditionally regulated oy 
State and local governments. It is also clear that electric 
power management must have a State and community perspective to 
accomodate the particular needs of local consumers and to recognize 
local climates, demographic conditions, and energy resources. 
Tnese realities suggest tnat the Feueral presence in electric 
power management, where one is required, should oe limitea to 
only what is needed. 

Clearly, the-Federal Government would oe ill aavised to usurp 
the regulatory charters of State governments or to mandate Peaeral 
solutions for localized power management problems. Federal inter- 
ventions in power planning, even if metiCUlOUSly authorizeId and 
conducted, will often conflict with the perceived interests of 
some utilities and consumers. Wny then, cannot the Federal Govern- 
ment simply withdraw and leave electric power development entirely 
to the utilities and the States? One answer is that timely 
response to some very important challenges faciny tne electric 
*power industry could depend on Federal support and oversight. 
It seems clear, for example, that without Federal support: 

--Resource constraints would prevent most State regulatory 
bodies and many utilities from promptly improving 
their forecasting capabilities and evaluations of alter- 
native supply/demand strategies. 

--Momentum would be lost for interregional power poo/linJ and 
construction of regional interties to snare generaFin capac- 
ity and to capitalize on load diversity between regions. 

--Commercialization of emerging electric technologieb, sucn 
as wind power, solar electric conversion, fuel cells, 
breeder reactors, waste-fired generators, and morel energy- 
efficient industrial equipment mignt oe seriously pelayed 
or in some cases stopped altogether. 

It also seems reasonable that Federal energy officials, be- 
cause of their long-range, national perspective, snould K./e held 
accountable for addressing certain electricity issues whicn tran- 
scend decisionmaking processes designea for the State or regional 
levels. Some of the issues which deserve Federal oversight ancl 
may require Federal action involve sucn questions as: 

--Can tne U.S. nuclear power industry survive tne comoinea 
effects of increased puolic concern over acciclents, extra- 
ordinary construction delays and cost overruns, and 
sharply reduced growth in demancl for electric power? 
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--Are Federal transportation policies and rate regulations 
fior coal naulers iirlpedi.nJ tne development of oomestic 
coal-fired power-plants? 

--dow can enforcement of economic, environinental, ano 
licensing regulations be lilanaged so as to provide 
the safeguards intenoed uy law witnout unreasonaoly 
delaying tne development of new supply/demanti initia- 
tives? 

--How can electric utilities finance and develop nonconven- 
tional energy sources sucn as conservation prograins anu 
renewaole energy proJects, whim are PerCeiVeU my QOlile 
lenders and regulators as higner risks tnan conventional 
powerplants? 

--To what extent should electric power planning in tne Unitea 
States be coordinatea with similar efforts in Canacaa and 
Mexico? 

--What actions are needed to make our highly centralizea 
power supply systems less vulnerable to sauotage or 
terrorism? 

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, it should be recoy- 
nized that many aspects of national policy necessitate a qon- 
tinuing dialog between Federal policymakers, State regulators, 
and electric utility executives. Federal officials need an 
understanding of utility plans and State regulatory policies 
to assess national progress in (I) conserving electricity ana 
reducing energy waste, (2) minimizing environmental hazaros from 
power generation and transmission, (3) developing renewaole 
energy resources, and (4) capitalizing on dolnestic fuels qncl 
industrial capacities. Collectively, the plans, policies, and 
practices of some 3,000 domestic utilities constitute a real-worlu 
blueprint of the rJation’s electrical energy future which dhOUld 
be reviewed periodically uy Federal executives and legisiators. 
Trends and changes in the plans of electric utilities are ~valuaole 
indicators of where we stand in strengthening tne United dtates’ 
energy posture. Furthermore, tne experience and expertise of 
utility executives and state regulatory officials are important 
resources wnich must oe brougnt to bear on the aevelopment of 
realistic and forward-looking energy policies for the Nation. 

NEED FOR CONTINUILVG FEDERAL 0vERSI;;HT - 

From the foregoing discussion, it seeins owious tnat tne 
Federal c;overn,nent cannot abdicate its responsioilities for over- 
S@t??ii?g certain aspects of the electric power industry. dut 
2ederal regulatory agencies snould not oe authorized to regulate 
regional, State, and local power programs unless there is (1) a 
clear “need to regulate” and (i) a timely regulatory process 
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~ which can m eet econom ic, environi\lental, anu social 0oJectives es- 
tablisned without unnecesssary costs to electric utilities 
’ and their custom ers, 

vJe believe that continueo Federal oversignt is neeoed of 
tne federal regulatory and power inarKetin9 agencies in acliritiorl 
to the Departm ent of Energy’s researcn and developm ent funckions. 
The econom ic and social importance of aaequate, affordable power 
supplies is too great to suggest otnerwise. Also, tne size and 
span of the electric power industry is sucn tnat Pecreral oversig~~t 
is appropriate to ensure tnat industry plans and S tate and Peaerdl 
regulations are consistent witn national priorities. we feel tnat 
continued Federal oversight is appropriate to ensure tnat: 

--Federal regulation of the electric power inaustry strikes 
an appropriate balance oetween tne costs ano benefits of 
regulations and is m anaged in a cost-conscious an;l tim ely 
m anner. 

--S tate and utility efforts to improve forecasting and 
planning capabilities receive adequate tecnnical aneli 
financial support from  responsiole Federal agencies., 

--Aaeyuate progress is m ade in Overcom ing tecnnical, 
financial, and regulatory barriers impeiliny cost- 
effective substitution of oom estic energy sources for 
imported oil and gas in electric power generation. 

--T ransient concerns and preconceptions are not ailow d to 
foreclose any domestic options for producing, %  conse vinj, 
or better m anaging electric power su@piies. 

--Interregional planning and power interties are aaeq’ate 
1 to m inim ize power shortages and surpluses and to re,uce 

costs to power consum ers. 

--Federal research ana developm ent programs are m anag’d to 
prom ote tim ely com m ercialization of prom ising new J t! nerating 
technologies and cost-effective conservation tecnni$ues. 

--Tne policies and practices of various Federal energ+ 
agencies having an impact on electric power systemsare 
properly coordinated, inutually supportive, and consbstent 
witn national priorities. 
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